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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Destination Bayfront is envisioned as a highly active park that will enliven downtown Corpus Christi and the 

community for years to come.  The effort began in 2010 with a Site Activity Plan, which has served as a guideline for 

the activities and features that the community most desires in the park.   Hargreaves Associates has since developed 

the Site Activity Plan into a project with a strong design identity, careful assessment of site planning needs and 

programmatic feasibility, smart response to local climate and environmental issues, and detailed phasing, fi nancing, 

and operations and maintenance plans.    The plan presented here is the result of public meetings that attracted over 

3,000 people and over 100 discussions with local focus groups, stakeholders, agencies, and City representatives.   

Project goals are as follows:

• Provide tourists with a world class destination and activities

• Provide citizens with hundreds of activities throughout the year

• Become the signature area of a community

• Improve the economic health and vitality of the city

• Improve health and well-being

• Create a strong sense of community

• Support overall quality of life

The following Master Implementation Plan provides a model for realizing the Destination Bayfront project.  This 

model includes cost estimating, phasing, operations and maintenance, governance, and fi nancing strategies.   

Implementation of these strategies will be furthered during the next phase of work as the design, engineering, 

public funding, and private fund-raising efforts develop.  During the upcoming Design Development stage of the 

process, the Hargreaves Associates Team will provide technical documents that describe the project in greater detail. 

Hargreaves Associates will also continue to work with ETM, a national expert on the management of public parks,  

on Operations and Maintenance budgets to ensure that ongoing design development decisions refl ect maintenance 

needs. 

February 19, 2013
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DESIGN SUMMARY
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PROJECT OVERVIEW

As an actively programmed park, Destination Bayfront will be a primary venue for a range of recreational and cultural 

activities appealing to residents and tourists alike. Located a short walk from downtown, the park will draw tourists 

down the bayfront from North Beach and the Convention Center area, extend activity from the Marina, and attract 

locals from surrounding neighborhoods, both during events and on a daily basis.  The park will provide amenities such 

as food, retail, and activities for all ages, capitalize on existing events, and increase the frequency of performances, 

community gatherings, walks, runs, and waterfront activities. This increased pedestrian presence and activity will 

encourage various community organizations and corporate groups to invest in the park and the City’s future. (See 

Appendix B for studies that relate the park to broader city and planning contexts.)

CLIMATE/ENVIRONMENT

Though it’s often warm and breezy, Corpus Christi’s unique coastal environment can take a toll on outdoor visitors 

during the hot summer months. Destination Bayfront will provide comfortable outdoor spaces under light, durable 

shade canopies and groves of trees. Layered rows of palm trees, gardens and wind screens will allow for views to the 

Bay while protecting visitors from strong winds and the spray of sand and salt. Interactive water features will mitigate 

summer heat through evaporative cooling. Landforms will lend the site a unifi ed iconic identity and block strong 

winds while allowing breezes from other directions. Park users will enjoy various levels of exposure throughout the 

day and seasons. 

DESIGN OVERVIEW

The park is designed as a series of outdoor rooms along an enhanced Bayfront Promenade. Each “room” supports 

a variety of different functions, from fostering family and community wellness through play and exercise, to hosting 

large events and festivals, to educating visitors about Corpus Christi’s military history and providing a place to refl ect 

and remember the past. 

PROMENADE

A raised wooden boardwalk running along the seawall will become the main pedestrian route through the park.   

Ample seating and shade along the boardwalk creates the perfect place to rest and view Corpus Christi Bay on a warm 

day. Clusters of shade canopies, vending kiosks, cafes, and restrooms form “villages” that attract visitors throughout 

the year. The largest of these villages is the Zocalo, at the central point on the Promenade.  Adjacent to the wooden 

boardwalk’s entire length, a concrete path provides a route for recreational bicycle riders and rollerbladers as well as 

temporary vehicular access for events and maintenance.

PLAY AREA

A shaded grove of palms near Furman Avenue marks the entry to the southern end of the park, and begins a trail that 

winds through more than 3 acres of an engaging explorational landscape for children.  As children move between 

numerous play landforms, they fi nd fl exible and inventive playscapes with opportunities to run, climb, and slide near 

colorful native gardens and shaded picnic areas.  Gently sloped landforms provide overlooks to the beach and bay 
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for watchful parents.  An interactive spray ground offers cool relief to active children during hot summer weather.

FAMILY AREA

In the heart of the park, the Family Area offers dynamic activities for visitors of all ages, with spaces for court sports 

such as horseshoes and bocce, aerobics, an exercise circuit, and a sizable off-leash dog park. Sloped lawns frame 

the Family Area, forming areas for small performances. Easy access to the Zocalo, pier, beach, and children’s play 

promises a lively mix of visitors on a daily basis.

ZOCALO

The Zocalo – the central village of small buildings and outdoor gathering spaces – sits at the intersection of the 

Promenade, the pier, McGee Beach, and the Marina. A cluster of large shade canopies stretch from the family area 

to the pier, blanketing the Promenade, retail, café, and outdoor seating areas with shade. Wind screens above head-

height block strong winds from the Bay but allow for views and open circulation. All vendors are housed in stand-

alone buildings that swing open during the day and lock securely at night. These small, modular structures can be 

added or removed, based on future demand for retail. At the edge of the Zocalo, a ramp leads visitors from the 

Promenade to McGee Beach with access to ample seating terraces for viewing beach activities and lounging.

GREAT LAWN

As the primary venue for large downtown festivals, Destination Bayfront includes an open lawn capable of hosting 

multiple performance areas, a large covered stage, and enhanced water and electric infrastructure to support many 

types of performances, music festivals, or large events. The Great Lawn’s landforms and drifts of trees provide shade 

and views to the water regardless of the day’s activities. Shaded parking plazas separate the Great Lawn from the 

Zocalo and Sherrill Park and provide easy ADA access to the Promenade and its amenities and also allow for event 

staging, loading and service.

SHERRILL PARK

The new Destination Bayfront design provides the memorial park for Corpus Christi’s veterans with additional 

amenities and draws a wider range of visitors.  With the closure of Shoreline Boulevard’s northbound lanes at the 

seawall, Sherrill Park connects to the waterfront and the Promenade and serves as the park’s arrival point from the 

downtown. Within a patchwork of gardens, groves of shade trees provide quiet refuge where existing memorials and 

small seating areas are sited.  A village with canopies and small buildings at the Promenade offers ample shade and 

a covered event space for veterans, with easy access to parking and restrooms.  This area also houses the park arrival 

and offi ce building, and small retail and food vending shops.  Sherrill Park integrates open shaded areas that may be 

used for small Art Center events and education, and celebrates the connection to the community Art Center with a 

small interactive water feature and tree-lined walkway.  

The following illustrative work represents the full build out of the design without cost reductions.
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BICYCLE ROUTES
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RECREATION
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BUILDING PROGRAM
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PERFORMANCE AND EVENT SPACES
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FESTIVAL AREAS
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PLAY AREA LOOKING NORTH

SECTION A: PROMENADE AT PLAY AREA LANDFORM
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Retail
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BEACH CAFE IN FAMILY AREA

CHILDREN’S PERFORMANCE AREA
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SECTION B: ZOCALO BUILDINGS
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SECTION B
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VIEW WITHIN ZOCALO 

BEACH RAMP
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PROMENADE LOOKING NORTH

PROMENADE LOOKING SOUTH
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SECTION C: PROMENADE AT FESTIVAL AREA

GREAT LAWN / FESTIVAL AREA
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SECTION C

GREAT LAWN / FESTIVAL AREA
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Landforms
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SECTION D: PROMENADE AT SHERRILL PARK

SHERRILL PARK
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SECTION D
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SHORELINE BOULEVARD CONCEPT
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OUTDOOR SEATING
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CAPITAL COST AND PHASING

At the outset of the design process, the Design Team assessed the probable cost of the client-provided Site Activity 

Plan and immediately began working with the Destination Bayfront Executive Committee to determine ways that 

the project could achieve its goals in the most cost-effective manner possible.  The group spent one year to develop 

the park plans, and in doing so met with Community and Focus Groups to prioritize activities and site features, 

developed the design of the landscape and buildings, and delved into preliminary engineering.  At the conclusion 

of this process, the Design Team produced a Schematic Design set of technical documents that included all of 

the items the Community, City, and Destination Bayfront Client group wished to see included.   The Schematic 

Design documents were priced by AGCM, a local construction manager and estimator, at $70.2 million.  It was also 

determined that phasing the project could bring the total project cost to $73 million due to additional escalation and 

additional work by the design and construction teams.  In discussion with the elected City leaders, it became clear 

that the project cost would need to be reduced in order to receive public funding.  The Design Team proposed a 

list of items that could be removed from the project, and working closely with the City and the Destination Bayfront 

Executive Committee, was able to bring the total project cost down to $69 million for a two-phase project that 

retained the integrity of the current plans.  City leaders confi rmed that the project be phased in an effort to make it 

more affordable, and that Phase 1 be able to stand on its own in case many years passed before Phase 2 could be 

built. 

The recommended phasing plan is the result of a process that took many considerations into account in order 

to create a strong Phase 1 project.  These considerations include project identity, constructability, site activation, 

potential revenue generation and private fund-raising potential of various park components.  Phase 1 aims to create 

a park that can function as a whole, is large enough to have a signifi cant impact on quality of life, strengthens the 

identity of the downtown waterfront, and will maximize community and stakeholder stewardship in the years ahead.   

Phase 2 components are important for a mature park and world class waterfront, but are not immediately necessary 

for site activation.  Phase 2 components also include items that may be more successful once the rest of the park is 

in place (such as additional retail), items that relate to broader City wide efforts (such as stormwater management), 

or that relate to potential long range funding sources (such as federal environmental grants).
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EXISTING SITE

FUTURE PARK
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ITEM QUANTITY UOM
COST PER 

UNIT
"%  OF 

CCL"
TOTAL ORIGINAL COST

SHERRILL PARK AND PARKING PLAZA 146,588 SF $43.95 12.5% $6,442,078 $6,442,078

GREAT LAWN 417,802 SF $17.76 14.4% $7,420,136 $7,929,941

FAMILY AREA AND PARKING PLAZA 163,922 SF $22.66 7.2% $4,440,972 $4,440,972

ZOCALO 17,406 SF $249.98 8.4% $4,351,173 $4,351,173

PLAY AREA 146,528 SF $53.13 15.1% $7,784,992 $8,453,162

PROMENADE 123,059 SF $104.59 24.9% $12,871,332 $12,871,332

MARINA BASIN 1 LS $1,659,956 3.2% $1,659,956 $1,680,576

PIER 15,840 SF $419.94 12.9% $6,651,797 $8,640,482

SHORELINE BLVD. N. DEMO 1 LS $800, 000 1.5% $800,000 $800,000

MCGEE BEACH 435,600 SF $0 0% $0 $0

CONSTRUCTION COST LIMITATION (CCL)* $52,422,436 $55,679,763

PUBLIC ART (1.25% OF CCL, PER CITY PERCENTAGE) 1.25% $656,280 $695,997

CONSTRUCTION CONTINGENCY 5.0% $2,621,122 $2,783,486

SOFT COSTS (20% OF CCL, PER CITY DEPT.OF ENGINEERING) 20.0% $10,484,487 $11,121,943

TOTAL PROJECT COST (TPC) $66,183,325 $70,207,265

ADDITIONAL COST DUE TO TWO-PHASE CONSTRUCTION $2,780,914 $2,797,941

TOTAL PROJECT COST - TWO-PHASE CONSTRUCTION $68,964,239 $73,005,206

*Includes: Design Contingency at 20%, FEMA Design Contingency at 2% (to cover potential requirements associated with revised fl ood 

insurance rate maps), Contractor General Conditions at 12.5%, Contractor Overhead and Profi t at 5.5%, and 2-year Escalation at 5% per 

year.  Does not include Tenant Finish Out or Sustainability  Alternates (solar, wind, greywater system).

The above summary incorporates cost reductions discussed with members of the City Council Task Force to make 

the project more affordable. These cost reductions include:

• Removal of 2 Shade Canopies from the Pier

• Reduced width of Pier 

• Replacement of granite paving at the interactive fountain with concrete paving

• Less reinforcement at the Great Lawn

The detailed reduced project cost estimate is included in Appendix J.

REDUCED PROJECT COST SUMMARY
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Landscape Buildings

Promenade 14 Shade Canopies:

Family Area • 4 in Play Area

South Parking Plaza • 6 at Zocalo / Pier

Zocalo • 1 in Great Lawn

Play Area • 3 in Sherrill Park

Half Pier 1 Beach Cafe

Great Lawn 8 Vending / Retail Shops

Sherrill Park Event Space 2 Restrooms

PHASE 1

DESIGN FEATURES INCLUDED IN PHASE 1:

Phase 1 includes the features that provide the broadest range of activity for all ages, and also provides a continuous 

park experience from Kinney Street all the way to Furman Avenue.  With the closure of northbound Shoreline 

Boulevard, the Promenade, its shaded villages offering food and retail, the beach ramp, and a short pier will also 

be implemented in Phase 1, greatly improving the site’s connection to the beach and waterfront and providing 

infrastructure for events and festivals. The Explorational Play Area and sprayground is included in Phase I in order to 

attract children and families and because interactive play areas are often the best used and most loved features in 

new urban parks.   In the center of the park, the Family Area and Zocalo will provide outdoor seating, a shaded picnic 

area, dog runs, sport and exercise areas, and small performance spaces.   The old parking lots and Coliseum site will 

be replaced with a new Parking Plaza, while the Great Lawn will create a continuous expanse of fl exible open space 

for large festivals and informal recreation. Though the majority of Sherrill Park will be constructed during Phase 2, 

its shade canopies and restrooms will be built in Phase I in order to provide much-needed amenities that have been 

requested for Veteran events.
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ITEM QUANTITY UOM
COST PER 

UNIT
TOTAL

SHERRILL PARK 8,000 SF $228.46 $1,827,655 

GREAT LAWN 417,802 SF $14.43 $6,028,387 

FAMILY AREA 163,922 SF $27.09 $4,440,972

ZOCALO 17,406 SF $237.85 $4,139,996 

PLAY AREA 146,528 SF $53.13 $7,784,992 

PROMENADE 123,059 SF $103.88 $12,783,127 

MARINA BASIN 0 EA - $0 

PIER 7,920 SF $555.08 $4,396,238 

SHORELINE BLVD. N. DEMO 1 LS - $800,000 

MCGEE BEACH 435,600 SF $0.00 $0

CONSTRUCTION COST LIMITATION (CCL)* $42,201,367

PUBLIC ART (1.25% OF CCL, PER CITY PERCENTAGE) $527,517

CONSTRUCTION CONTINGENCY (5% OF CCL) $2,110,068 

SOFT COSTS (20% OF CCL, PER CITY DEPT.OF ENGINEERING) $8,440,273 

PHASE 1 PROBABLE COST $53,279,226

*Includes: Design Contingency at 20%, FEMA Design Contingency at 2% (to cover potential requirements associated with revised fl ood 

insurance rate maps), Contractor General Conditions at 12.5%, Contractor Overhead and Profi t at 5.5%, and 2-year Escalation at 5% per 

year.  Does not include Tenant Finish Out or Sustainability  Alternates (solar, wind, greywater system).

This estimate of Phase 1 is based on the reduced cost estimate summarized on page 33.

Phase 1 costs were reduced from the original 100% SD estimate as follows:

• Reduced Width of Pier and Remaining 3 Shade Canopies- $1,170,000

• Removal of 2 Shade Canopies from the Pier - $1,000,000

• Less Reinforcement at the Great Lawn - $670,000

• Surface Material Adjustments in the Play Area - $200,000

PHASE 1 COST SUMMARY
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PHASE 2

Landscape Buildings

Sherrill Park 1 Shade Canopy (Great Lawn)

North Parking Plaza 1 Additional Restroom Building and Changing Shelter

Marina Basin 1 Park Arrival Building (Great Lawn)

Full Pier 6 Vending / Retail Shops (Sherrill Park, Zocalo, and Pier)

DESIGN FEATURES INCLUDED IN PHASE 2:

After the park establishes itself as a destination for events and activities and additional capital funding becomes 

available, the remaining park areas and features may be completed. A small plaza at Cooper’s Alley and Shoreline 

Boulevard will serve as the gateway to the park for passing cars and pedestrians from the downtown and the Art 

Center. The expansion of Sherrill Park will provide veterans and visitors with contemplative memorial sites nestled 

in groves of shade trees and native gardens, allowing for a stronger connection to downtown and engaging Corpus 

Christi’s military legacy.  Additional retail buildings will be added at the Zocalo to accommodate the increasing 

number of visitors at the water’s edge. The Pier will be extended to its full length and improvements in the marina 

basin will restore water quality, allowing for recreational water sports at the south end of the marina.  Each of these 

additions will allow Destination Bayfront to fully mature into a major waterfront destination.
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ITEM QUANTITY UOM
COST/
UNIT

TOTAL

SHERRILL PARK 138,588 SF $33.30 $4,614,423 

GREAT LAWN 5,000 SF $278.35 $1,391,749 

FAMILY AREA 0 SF $0.00 $0 

ZOCALO 690 SF $306.05 $211,177 

PLAY AREA 0 SF $0.00 $0 

PROMENADE 260 SF $339.25 $88,204 

MARINA BASIN 1 EA - $1,659,956 

PIER 7,920 SF $284.79 $2,255,559 

SHORELINE BLVD. N. DEMO 0 LS $0.00 $0 

MCGEE BEACH 435,600 SF $0.00 $0

CONSTRUCTION COST LIMITATION (CCL)** $10,221,068 

CCL W/ESCALATION TO 2018 $12,423,773

PUBLIC ART (1.25% OF CCL, PER CITY PERCENTAGE) $155,297 

CONSTRUCTION CONTINGENCY (5% OF CCL) $621,189 

SOFT COSTS (20% OF CCL, PER CITY DEPT.OF ENGINEERING) $2,484,755 

PHASE 2 PROBABLE COST $15,685,013

*Includes: Design Contingency at 20%, FEMA Design Contingency at 2% (to cover potential requirements associated with 

revised fl ood insurance rate maps), Contractor General Conditions at 12.5%, Contractor Overhead and Profi t at 5.5%, and 

2-year Escalation at 5% per year.  Does not include Tenant Finish Out or Sustainability  Alternates (solar, wind, greywater 

system).

This estimate is based on the reduced cost estimate. 

Phase 2 costs were reduced from the original 100% SD estimate as follows:

• Reduced width of Pier - $1,000,000

PHASE 2 COST SUMMARY
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 PROGRAMMING PLAN
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PROGRAMMING

A vibrant program of activities may be the most important factor for the long-term success of Destination Bayfront.  
Trees, gardens and lawns are the backbone of the park, but people are its life-blood.  Amenities and features will 
make the park experience great, but people will be drawn to the park because other people are there – Destination 
Bayfront will become a center of community. 

Successful programming will ensure that Destination Bayfront meets its primary goal of creating a regional destination 
and stimulating economic activity in Corpus Christi.  Programming will celebrate the local community and culture, 
encourage people to be healthier, provide opportunities for children to learn and experience the outdoors, create 
lasting memories and connect people through shared experiences.  Programming also:

• Attracts targeted audiences
• Draws visitors at specifi c times
• Makes news and generates awareness 
• Increases visitors
• Earns revenue

Park visitors make a vital contribution to the park’s economic sustainability and programming provides more 
reasons for people to visit the park.  Both large and small events are important.  Special events can attract thousands 
of visitors for a one-time event.  Frequent low-impact events will provide continuous attractions for visitors that will 
strengthen and support the park’s overall mission. To compile an active programming schedule for a public space, 
strong programming infrastructure must be in place.  This section addresses the key elements of that infrastructure. 
 

Mission

Corpus Christi’s community can provide a basis for developing an innovative and exciting park programming 
schedule in which all will take pride.  A strong programming mission statement should be developed to guide the 
creation of a schedule that provides long term benefi ts to the community and to the park.  Example: “Discovery 
Green is an urban park that serves as a village green, a source of health and happiness for citizens, and a window 
into the diverse arts and traditions that enrich life in Houston.”

Marketing

A comprehensive and dynamic marketing plan is essential to the success of the programming plan and to Destination 
Bayfront.  Components of this plan should include: 

• Media sponsorship - print, television, internet, and radio in English and Spanish
• A strong website with up-to-date information on all park events and features
• E-newsletter with consistently growing subscriber list
• Social media – Facebook, Twitter, Flickr, YouTube, Pinterest, etc. 
• Printed collateral – programming guides, postcards, etc.    

Destination Bayfront is intended to be a highly programmed park with diverse special 
features that supports numerous activities and events.  As such, its management needs are 
greater than that of a typical City park, and a strong operations and maintenance plan and 
clear governance structure will be important for its success.   The following sections describe 
the various efforts that are required, followed by associated budgets. 
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Partners

Public ownership of the space begins with participation and investment.  Destination Bayfront has begun this 
process with town meetings to seek public input into the development of the site program and now the naming of 
the park.  Programming partnerships will extend community ownership of the new park and should be sought with 
a wide variety of community organizations such as performing and visual arts, education, cultural identity, animal 
welfare, environmental awareness, literacy and literature, veterans, childhood development, senior citizens, fi tness 
and healthy living, fi shing and other outdoor activities, wilderness preservation, history, fi lm, tourism and groups 
that work to study, celebrate, promote and improve Corpus Christi. Many of these organizations can provide or 
advise on programming at the park and promote the park to their constituency.       

PROGRAMMING REVENUE 

Ideally, programming should be self-supporting and can ultimately generate funds for the maintenance of the 
park.  Programming generates revenue through sponsorship, underwriting, ticket sales, concession fees and venue 
license income.  A successful program also generates traffi c to support commercial rents and connections to the 
community that support philanthropic giving, both of which are important elements of the long-term economic 
viability of the park.  The strongest programming plan addresses all elements. 

Direct Income Sources

• Venue License Fees – paid by event producers for rental of park venues for events ranging 
from festivals and corporate events to small family gatherings

• Venue License Services and Rentals – fees paid by licensees for rental of park-owned items 
or services provided by park personnel  

• Concession income –  paid by vendors licensed to sell at single or multiple park events
• Ticket revenue – from events or attractions such as carousels, model boat rentals, etc  
• Corporate Sponsorships – marketing dollars paid for associating a brand or product with a 

park event.  To attract corporate sponsorships, it is important to develop strong marketing 
tools, such as the website, e-mail distribution list, social media, printed collateral, on-site 
signage, media sponsorship, media relations and advertising.  Corporate sponsorship is 
based on a proven record of accomplishment, so it is important to develop a program 
fund to seed the fi rst and second season while a track record is being developed.

• Underwriting – Support by foundations and individuals for programs and events that 
demonstrate a value to the community

• Permit fees –  paid by a wide range of park users for photography, video, and other special 
uses of the park
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Indirect Income Sources

Successful programming connects the park with audiences that will support generation of other revenue such as:
 

• Earned income from rents paid by long term tenants such as restaurants or retailers
• Gala and other fund-raising events for the benefi t of the park
• Philanthropic support from foundations and individuals 
• Naming opportunities beyond the capital phase, such as pavers and plaques
• Public fund drives to support park projects

However, it should be noted that it will take time until the park is able to reach the point when its programs can be 
self-supporting and even generate funds.

Programming Seed Fund

To meet its goals of attracting the public and increasing awareness of Destination Bayfront, programming must be 
reliable.  The public must have complete confi dence in the information disseminated by the organization and that 
events will take place as scheduled.  The perception that “something is always happening” at Destination Bayfront 
is an asset to be built and protected.

To ensure adequate time to demonstrate value to corporate sponsors, programming seed funding should be 
allocated in the capital fund-raising stage to supplement programming in the fi rst two to three years of operation. 
Some corporate donors to the capital fund may wish to tag a percentage of their funds to provide marketing benefi ts 
in the fi rst years of operation, a situation that provides benefi ts for the organization and sponsor.        

Special events can attract a larger crowd from a greater region for a one-time event.  While these types of events are 
an important aspect of the park, other park activities should be developed to provide more balanced and continuous 
attractions to visitors, particularly those from the adjacent communities, and its future neighbors.  These activities 
should help strengthen and support the park’s connection to surrounding stakeholders, community organizations, 
and businesses.

TYPES OF EVENTS AND ACTIVITIES 

Destination Bayfront will host a variety of events that will be scheduled and conceived to attract a diverse range of 
Corpus Christi’s citizens and visitors to the park. 

Un-Sponsored Events

Un-sponsored events provide varied opportunities for non-sponsored, daily park use.  Examples of these types of 
events include: 

• Walking/ jogging/ biking
• Pick up sports such as bocce, beach volleyball, kayaking, Frisbee  
• Facilities usage
• Dog walking/ dog park
• Playground
• Waterfront/ beachfront activities
• Food & beverages
• Picnicking

Park Sponsored Events

Park Sponsored Events are low impact events for adults, seniors, and children.  Modest in scale and budget, these 
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events may eventually attract sponsors or underwriters.  Examples are: 

• Workshops
• Small-scale music series 
• Lectures, classes
• Exercise/ fi tness classes: yoga, zumba, pilates, etc.
• Social hours for adults
• Children’s performances and events
• Children’s education events, such as reading clubs or writing workshops

Park Produced Events

Park Produced Events are series and single events that will draw signifi cant audiences and require additional 
resources to produce, either from sponsorship, underwriting or other revenue source. Examples of these events 
include: 

• Movies
• Art performances
• Concerts
• Holiday festivals and celebrations such as Halloween Costume contest, Easter Egg Hunt
• Art performances
• Sand Castle competition
• Community oriented music festivals
• Cultural events  

Outside Event Sponsors

Outside Event Sponsors pay fees to license areas of the park for production of public events.  These fees are an 
important source of revenue to the park.  There will be a special event process for permitting of all outside events 
and published rules that all producers must follow.  Examples of these events include: 

• Community festivals 
• Promotional events  
• Large-scale concerts (free or paid admissions for “benefi t performances” only) 
• Charitable runs and walks

Private Functions

Private Functions that are closed to the public can be held in certain areas of the park.  Licensees will be required to 
pay fees and follow published rules.  Examples of these events include: 

• Private parties, weddings and other events 
• Corporate receptions

Markets

Markets help build community and provide opportunities for economic growth. Use of Destination Bayfront for 
farmers, holiday, seafood and arts and crafts markets will be encouraged.  The Parking Plazas and the Promenade 
are suitable locations for many types of markets.  A market operator can be found through an RFP process to 
organize and run these markets.  As Destination Bayfront becomes established, management may wish to take on 
running the market directly as a source of revenue.
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SPECIAL EVENTS
Special events are important to a park’s activity schedule and attract many visitors and can generate revenue for the 
park.  Although large special events are important, they must be carefully planned, scheduled and operated.  Despite 
the best efforts of park management and staff, special events can do a great deal of damage to the park landscape 
which must be quickly addressed to maintain park standards.   

For the purposes of this report, special events are defi ned as: 
• One-time or annual events whose primary purpose is to entertain 
• Primarily use the park as an event venue 
• Usually have little or no connection to the park beyond its use as an event venue 
• Can severely impact the park landscape

SPECIAL EVENTS GUIDELINES
Potential impact of large scale outside events on the park landscape 

Events must be managed carefully to prevent damage to the park.  Large-scale outside events scheduled too 
frequently can damage lawns and landscape areas due to lack of adequate time for resting between events.  Constant 
use of the lawns can place a heavy burden on the turf, particularly if events are back-to-back.  The resulting overuse 
will result in compacted soil with spotty turf in place of a healthy stand of turf. Soil compaction is one of the fi rst 
symptoms of overuse.  The presence of vehicles on the lawns accelerates soil compaction.  Compacted soil prevents 
the absorption of rainwater, deprives roots of oxygen, and limits root growth.  As a result, turf surfaces lose their 
durability and anchoring capacity and become increasingly vulnerable to wear and tear.  With continued overuse, 
the turf surfaces begin to wear thin, exposing the compacted subsoil underneath.  Severe runoff can develop as 
rainwater erodes the exposed topsoil, eliminating any possibility of turf recovery.

Damage also occurs during set-up and clean-up.  Tractor-trailers, vans, and other vehicles involved in event set-
up and removal of stages, sound systems, barricades, vendor tents, deliveries and other event support activities 
frequently drive off paved paths, adding to soil compaction and turf damage.  Back-to-back events make it almost 
impossible to establish an adequate turf restoration plan.  Lawns can’t be regularly fertilized, irrigated, aerated, over 
seeded and rested.   

Special event guidelines for Destination Bayfront should be developed with these considerations in mind.  These 
guidelines should address frequency of scheduling, sound levels, vehicle paths and crowd size.  The venue license 
process must be managed carefully to allow adequate rest periods and to provide proper supervision of outside 
event producers to prevent damage to the park. The Programming Director and his/her staff will be responsible for 
ensuring that the guidelines are followed, before, during, and after events.  Below are some important considerations 
for these Destination Bayfront Special Event Guidelines. 
 

Type and size

No event shall be scheduled in an area if there are reasons to conclude that the event will attract an audience that 
will exceed the maximum capacity of that area.  All event areas will have capacity based on the landscape and type 
of event. Figure 5 shows the specifi c park special event areas. Figure 6 shows the potential carrying capacities of 
designated special event areas. 

Scheduling

Only one multiple day event that draws 6,000 or more people may be held in the same grass area within one calendar 
month.  There should be at least one full week between each event.  Spacing of events is required to allow recovery 
time for the turf.  Heavily used lawns may be constructed using a reinforced fi brous additive that helps reduce soil 
compaction and improves drainage.  This will help reduce compaction and permit more scheduled events.  However, 
even reinforced turf lawns must be protected from overuse, particularly when lawns are wet and crowds are large. 

Event lawns will be scheduled a maximum of 35 weeks/year with one week off per month, except during the two 
busiest months (July and August).   
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Time Limits

All but large special events are limited to 3-5 days, in and out, including setup and cleanup.  Large special event 
load-in and takedown will be reviewed and approved by the Programming Director.

Vehicles and Production Trailers

Vehicle and production trailer requirements will be reviewed and determined on an event-by-event basis.  All vehicles 
are to remain on paved surfaces unless some type of protection of the lawn is used, such as cribbing or plywood.  
Vehicles associated with an event must be permitted and will be limited to those directly associated with the event.  
No personal vehicles will be allowed on the event site except as designated in the parking areas. 

Weather 

Wet turf is particularly susceptible to damage and compaction.  To prevent damage to lawns, the Destination Bayfront 
management may close a lawn area to recreation or for special event use in the event the grass is wet.  In addition, 
park lawn areas may be closed for seasonal renovations. 

PROGRAMMING VENUES
The new design creates areas for events of varying sizes while eliminating much of the existing asphalt surfaces.  
Figure 5 locates designated event spaces, and Figure 6 lists their estimated carrying capacities.   

Community Stage and Slope – Area 1 

Located near the Interactive Fountain, in the Play Area, the Community Stage is a 500 sq. ft. concrete pad oriented 
to a 12,100 sq. ft. sloped lawn seating approximately 600, equipped with a pullbox.  It is suitable for music and 
performing arts. 

Children’s Stage and Slope – Area 2 

This 450 sq. ft. concrete pad is oriented toward a 5,500 sq. ft. lawn seating 270 in the Family Area, equipped with a 
pullbox.  It is suitable for music and performing arts. 

Informal Events and Terraces – Area 3

The beach area covers 109,000 sq. ft.  Most of the surface is sand, with terraces that provide some elevated seating. 
The area can hold 8,100 people standing or 5,400 seated and is suitable for informal events and sports.

Parking Plaza South – Area 4

This paved area of 18,000 sq. ft. area can accommodate 1,300 people standing or 50 parked cars. It is suitable for 
tents and public markets.  The area is suitable for festivals and markets and is equipped with quad receptacles on 
light poles and extra potable water (hose bibs). 

Parking Plaza North – Area 4

This paved area of 16,000 sq. ft. area can accommodate 1,100 people standing or 50 parked cars.  It is suitable for 
tents and public markets.  The area is suitable for festivals and markets and is equipped with quad receptacles on 
light poles and extra potable water (hose bibs).  

Medium Performance 1 – Area 5

Located in the Great Lawn near the Marina, the Medium Performance area is a fl at lawn with raised platform with 
overhead armature for medium sized performance that can accommodate 900 people seated or 1,400 standing. It is 
equipped with a pull box and extra amperage. It is suitable for music and performing arts.  Area 5 shares the same 
stage as Area 6.
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Figure 5: Event Spaces
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Key Space Location Unit
Available 

Space 
(100%)

Loss 
Space* 
(25%)

Usable 
Space 
(75%)

Capacity

Recommended 
Events

CommentsStanding 
(@10sf/
person)

Seating 
(@15sf/
person)

Tent 
(@15’/
tent)

1
Community 

Performance Area
Play Area SF 12,100 3,025 9,075 908 605

Music and 

Performing Arts

Flush concrete 

stage with high 

voltage outlets

Temporary Stage SF 500

2
Children’s Performance 

Area
Family Area SF 5,470 1,368 4,103 410 274 Music and 

Performing Arts

Flush concrete 

stage with high 

voltage outletsTemporary Stage SF 450

3
Informal Events and 

Terraces
Beach SF 109,010 27,253 81,758 8,176 5,451

Informal events 

and sports

Informal Events 

Only

4 Parking Lot South SF 18,127 4,532 13,595 1,360 906 Festival uses

May serve some 

events, foodcarts, 

quad receptacles 

on lights, extra 

potable water 

(hose bibs)

Parking Lot North SF 15,468 3,867 11,601 1,160 773 Festival uses
See Parking Plaza 

- South

5 Medium Performance 1 Great Lawn SF 18,790 4,698 14,093 1,409 940

Music and 

Performing Arts

Covered, raised 

stage with 

armature for 

lighting and sound
Main Stage SF

6 Large Performance Great Lawn SF 100,000 25,000 75,000 7,500 5,000

Music and 

Performing Arts

Covered, raised 

stage with 

armature for 

lighting and sound 

-- shared stage 

with #5

Main Stage SF 1,860

7 Medium Performance 2 Great Lawn SF 27,200 6,800 20,400 2,040 1,360

Music and 

Performing Arts

Reinforced turf 

with high voltage 

outlets

Concrete pad and 

pullbox 

Temporary Stage SF

8 Shaded Seating Sherrill Park SF 5,350 1,338 4,013 401 268

Veteran services, 

events with A/V 

needs, lectures 

and other events 

that require 

speakers

No stage, high 

voltage outlets

9 Entire Promenade Promenade LF 4,080 1,020 3,060 204
Festival uses, 

relay races, etc.
Space for tents

10
Promenade Between 2 

Parking Plazas
Promenade LF 1,000 250 750 50 Markets

Figure 6: Event Spaces Key
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Large Performance Lawn – Area 6

At the center of the Great Lawn, a large concrete pad equipped with a pullbox for a temporary stage, 1,900 sq. ft. is 
oriented toward a large 100,000 sq. ft. lawn.  The stage backs up to the Marina so the audience sits facing the water. 
Behind the stage, a 12’ wide concrete path accommodates large trucks.  The lawn seats 5,000. It is suitable for music 
and performing arts. 

Medium Performance 2 - Area 7

At the north end of the Great Lawn, the Medium Performance 2 space is a 27,000 sq. ft. reinforced lawn area that 
can seat 1,400 with a concrete pad and pullbox. It is adjacent to the north parking lot. It is suitable for music and 
performing arts.   This area would only be utilized occasionally, for large festivals that require multiple performance 
areas.
 

Shade Seating and Stage – Area 8

Located within Sherrill Park, this hardscape area of 5,000 sq. ft. can accommodate 300 people with additional spill-
over space.  The Veterans Stage includes an overhead armature, audio speakers, and a pullbox.  

Entire Promenade – Area 9

Running parallel to the beach, the 3,000 linear foot promenade can accommodate 200 15’ x 10’ tents.  It is suitable 
for festival use, markets, races, walks, etc.  

Promenade between two parking lots – Area 10

The 1,000 linear foot central portion of the promenade, which is between the two parking lots, can accommodate 50 

KEY SPACE PRELIMINARY RENTAL FEE ANTICIPATED USE GROSS REVENUE
1 Community Stage and Slope
2 Children's Stage and Slope $1,000 4 4,000$
3 Informal Events and Terraces
4 Parking Lot South and North $400 4 1,600$
5 Medium Performance 1
6 Large Performance $4,000 1 4,000$
7 Medium Performance 2 $2,500 stage 4 10,000$
8 Shaded Seating $600 12 7,200$
9 Entire Promenade (up to Art Center)

10 Promenade between 2 parking lots
$25/tent @ 35 tents/week for

25 weeks
25 $ 21,875

Total Phase 1 48,675$

Figure 7: Event Spaces Potential Revenues

15’ x 10’ tents.  It is suitable for festival use, markets, races, walks, smaller markets, etc. 

EVENT FEES 
A number of areas within Destination Bayfront will be available on a limited basis for rental to outside entities for 
performances, parties, receptions, catered dinners and other special events.  Destination Bayfront management 
may establish the rental fees within the amenities easement on its own, and these rates are intended to help support 
ongoing operations within the park.  See Figure 7 for these fees.

The rental fee for the Large Performance Lawn and Stage is set at a high level to discourage frequent large events in 
this space, which will tend to disrupt the entire park and cause some damage to grass areas.  
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Figure 7 provides preliminary rental fees for different areas of the park.  Please note that higher fees will be required 
for events that occupy entire areas of the park because of their potential to disrupt daily activity within the park.  
This strategy is consistent with the management plan’s focus on smaller daily activities rather than fewer very large 
events.  

The fees listed above are for venue rental only.  There will be additional charges for equipment rental, A-V rental, and 
event clean-up.  In addition, all events of more than fi fty participants will be required to hire an off-duty police offi cer 
(or offi cers for larger events). 

The fees listed are higher than other rental venues in the City of Corpus Christi, which is supported by the features 
and amenities associated with the higher cost.  Renters will be using a newly constructed park space with the 
waterfront as its backdrop.  The built-in infrastructure and available facilities will provide easy set-up for any events 
of any size.

All vendors providing equipment, A-V services, tents, furniture, catering and clean-up must be pre-qualifi ed to work 
in the park to avoid damage to park features and to ensure safe operations and happy customers.

There are exceptions to the fee schedule described in Figure 7:
• Non-profi t organizations will receive a discount.
• Management may extend discounts to key partners helping to achieve core objectives.

Figure 8: Recommended Seasonal Activity Levels

Events Spring (SP) Summer (SU) Fall (F) Winter (W) Rest
(Mar May) (Jun Aug) (Sep Nov) (Dec Jan) (Feb)

Un sponsored High High High Medium Low
Park Sponsored High Medium High Medium
Park Produced High Low High Medium
Outside Produced High Medium High Medium Low
Private High Medium High Medium Low

• Management will determine license fees for live music events with attendance projected 
at greater than 5,000 on a case-by-case basis.

PROGRAMMING CALENDAR
Destination Bayfront will see activity year-round.  Designating programming periods of high activity and planning 
for periods of low programming activity will provide important benefi ts to the park and the people who manage it. 
To optimize park resources, it is recommended that Destination Bayfront plan its programming seasons as follows:

• Spring – March through May
• Summer – June through August
• Fall – September through November
• Winter – December through January
• Rest period – February

Programming Resources

Production of a full programming schedule can be managed by a small staff with the proper equipment and extended 
team of contracted vendors providing essential skilled services.

Programming equipment can be used by the park for its own sponsored and presented events and generate revenue 
by renting it to outside producers.  A list of desirable equipment includes:

• Sound and lighting system that is easily installed
• Film projector, DVD player and infl atable screen that can be used in multiple events spaces 
• Portable sound system appropriate to amplify small events such as exercise classes
• Sporting equipment and games to be lent to the public
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• Portable fencing used for outside productions and restricting access to private events 
• Electrical equipment that allows access to pullboxes and three phase power 
• Marley fl oor for dance productions (assuming that at least one of the stages can be built 

to dancers requirements for sprung fl oors)
  
Providing proper, accessible storage in the park’s design is absolutely essential.  The benefi ts of owning this equipment 
can be negated completely by inadequate storage that requires park staff to spend extra hours in transporting 
equipment to and from remote areas.

The key members of the programming staff are as follows: 
• Programming Director
• Event Coordinator
• Administrative Assistant (contracting, scheduling, data management)
• Operational fi eld support
• Development Director, or a staff who will can dedicate time to seeking sponsorships and 

philanthropic fund-raising
• Marketing team – outsourced PR fi rm to manage marketing, website, public relations

In addition, it will be important to develop a reliable team of event vendors who become familiar with the park’s site, 
operations and processes.  These vendors include: 

• Audio/ visual company 
• Security force – off duty Corpus Christi Police offi cers as well as private security
• Rental company or companies
• Clean up crew
• Outside event producers and event planners

PARK PROGRAMMING STRATEGY
Working closely with Susanne Theis of Discovery Green, two park programming strategies were developed.  The fi rst 
strategy involves the park serving as a “venue” space, allowing third-party and outside producers to rent the park to 
run events and activities.  The second strategy involves the park taking a more active role in producing and providing 
activities and events for park users.

Venue and Rental Strategy

Under the fi rst strategy, the park will not be actively programmed.  Few park-sponsored or park-produced activities 
and events will be available throughout the week.  The park will primarily reach out to various organizations and 
groups to entice them to use the park as venue spaces.  The park could work with local community and non-profi t 
groups to offer them to free use of the park, but the local group would be responsible for all expenses. This strategy 
would help strengthen the park’s relationship with the local community and attract visitors to the park.  Additionally, 
the park could offer its venues to local businesses and corporations for retreats, or it could offer its venues to other 
for-profi t operators for events, who would be responsible for the event, and pay the park a fee to use the space.  This 
would allow the park to make a small profi t and also draw visitors into the park.  The revenue generated from large 
events would then be used to produce smaller events for the park.

The downside to this strategy is that it is diffi cult to attract potential event producers or other corporate sponsors 
or corporate interests when the park has not established itself as a great venue space.  With no precedent, outside 
producers are less likely to invest in the park.  The newly built park would need an Event Coordinator, in additional to 
some administrative support, to fulfi ll this strategy. The Event Coordinator would invest a signifi cant amount of his 
or her time in marketing and public outreach while balancing a schedule to coordinate/program events for the park.  
Additionally, the production of the smaller events will rely entirely on the attraction and success of the large events.  
Furthermore, local residents might feel disconnected from the park if it is constantly used by outside producers.
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Figure 10: Sample Calendar with $1,800 Weekly Allowance
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Figure 9: Sample Calendar with $1,500 Weekly Allowance
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Park-Programmed Event Strategy

In this strategy, the park will produce a number of small, but consistent, programs that will encourage visitors to 
return and participate in other events. The programming schedule will not be nearly as intense as that of some other 
urban parks, such as Discovery Green in Houston, but its intensity, at 800+ events per year, is not appropriate for 
Destination Bayfront.

The park Programming Director will work with a limited weekly allowance to produce a number of smaller events 
that targeted at nearby residents. These events will encourage locals and residents to visit the park repeatedly.  With 
a consistent schedule, the park will be able to build a baseline audience. This will enable the park to advertise itself 
as a well-used location in order to draw in sponsorship.  This strategy will need a larger weekly program allowance 
and additional personnel to run the park programs than the fi rst strategy.  The Programming Director will require 
assistance from an Administrative Assistant, who would also take up the responsibility of outreach and marketing.

Figure 9 and 10 show what a weekly $1,500 allowance in Phase 1, and $1,800 in Phase 2, can bring to the park.
 See the O&M Budgets for specifi c detail.
Sample Event Calendar Assumptions:

• Outside: Paid for and operated by outside producers, park is not responsible for any cost.

• City-Wide: Events that take place throughout the city and use parts of the park as venues, park is 

not responsible for any cost.

• Special Event: Larger and more intensive park program run by the park.  Special events do not 

happen very often considering the associated cost and the extra manpower required.  Screen on the 

Green is assumed to be $600-1000.  Concert on the Green is assumed to be $800+.

• Healthy Living: Events that promote fi tness, health, exercises, and better living.  Each event is 

assumed to be $150.

• Entertainment: Events with the goal to attract attendees from a wider region and provide fun for all 

age group.  Events are generally ranged from $300-500.

• Community: Events that target at the local communities, families and children; and strengthen their 

relationship with the park.  Each event is assumed to be $300.

• Education: Learning opportunities offer to both youth and adults.  Each event is assumed to be 

$250.

During some weeks, the cost for the scheduled programs might exceed the budgeted $1,500 weekly allowance but 
will even out by the end of the month with weeks that have fewer programs.

PRELIMINARY EVENT SCHEDULE  
A variety of programs, activities and events will attract a diverse range of park visitors.  It is recommended that the 
Destination Bayfront sponsored and produced programs be organized into repeating series and park special events 
by categories as follows: 

• Entertainment Series – Popular music concerts, fi lms, and other entertaining events

• Art Series – Performing arts including dance, theater and fi lm along with visual arts events

• Healthy Living – Fitness classes and sports activities, environmental events 

• Family – Performances geared toward young audiences and families

• Special events – one off events that are larger in scale, import or impact

Figure 11 shows a list of events that can take place in the park; and the likely audience for activities.
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Un sponsored Events Season Time Primary Primary Space
Age Audience

Jogging/ Walking All AM, lunch, PM All ages All Park wide
Dogs All AM, PM All ages Residents Family Area
Picnics All Weekends Families Locals Great Lawn
Volleyball All PM, weekends Young adults Locals McGee Beach
Bocce All Weekends Adults Locals Family Area
Putting (golf) All PM, weekends Adults All Family Area
Pick up Field Sports All PM, weekends Teens, adults Locals Great Lawn
Kid's Play/Playground All PM, weekends Families Locals Play Area
School/YMCA Sports All Weekday PM Teens, adults Locals

Kayaking All Weekends Adults All
McGee Beach,

Pier

Park Sponsored Season Time Primary Primary Space
Events Age Audience
Exercise Classes 5/week SP, SU, F, W Weekdays, PM Families Locals Great Lawn
Toddler Time weekly SP, SU, F, W Weekdays, PM Families Locals Play Area, 1

Canine Classes weekly SP, F Saturdays AM Families
Locals &
Residents

Family Area, Dog
Park

Gardening Classes
monthly

SP, F Saturdays Adults Locals Sherrill Park, 7

Lunch Lectures SP, F Weekday Lunch Adults Nearby workers 1, 2, Zocalo
Bandstand Music SP, SU, F Sunday PM Families Families 1, 2, 4, 6

Outdoor Painting Classes S
Sundown
Thursdays

Adults Locals Sherrill Park

Young Performers Series F Saturdays Families Locals

Poetry/Literature Readings SP, F Saturdays Adults Locals

Park Produced Season Time Primary Primary Space
Events Age Audience
Lunchtime Concerts SP, F Weekday Lunch Adults Nearby workers 1, 2, 4, 6

Friday Flicks SP, F, W Fridays All
Locals &
Residents

4, 5, 6

Big Band Dances SP, F Wednesdays Adults
Locals &
Residents

Pier, 8, 9

Jazz Music Series SP Thursdays Adults
Locals &
Residents

1, 2, 4, 5, 6

Weekend Evening Concerts SP, F 12 per year Adults
Locals &
Residents

Major Art
Exhibit/Performance

SP 1 per year All Locals & Regional

Shakespeare in the Park SP 1 per year All Locals
Earth Day Festival SP 1 per year Families Locals
Summer Outdoor Sports
Festival

SI 1 per year All Locals

Canine Athletic
Competition

SP 1 per year All Locals & Regional

Fall Plant Sale F 1 per year Adults
Locals &
Residents

Sherrill Park, 7

Halloween Celebration F 1 per year Families Locals

Winter Ice Sculpting W 1 per year All Locals & Regional

Holiday Tree Lighting W 1 per year Families Locals

Sand Castle Competition SP 1 per year Families Locals & Regional McGee Beach, 3

Mariachi Celebration F 1 per year Families Locals

Figure 11: Event and Audience Types
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Outside Producers Season Time Primary Primary Space
Age Audience

Community Festivals SP, SU, F, W 6 per year Families Locals Parkwide

Farmers/ Seafood Market All Weekly All
Locals &
Residents

8, 9, 10

Holiday Market F, W Weekly Families
Locals &
Residents

8, 9, 10

Major Concerts SP, F 2 weekends Adults
Locals &
Residents

4, 5, 6

Charitable Walks and Runs SP, SU, F, W 6 per year Young Adults
Locals &
Residents

Great Lawn,
Promenade

Buc Days SP, F 1 per year All
Locals &
Residents

Great Lawn

4th of July Celebration SU 1 per year All Locals & Regional Parkwide

Beach to Bay Relay
Marathon

SP 1 per year All Locals

Conquer the Coast Bike
Ride

F 1 per year Adults Locals & Regional

Crash the Coast Film
Festival

F 1 per year Adults Locals & Regional

Dia de los Muertos F 1 per year All Locals
February Triathalon/
Carnival

FEB 1 per year All Locals

Festival of the Arts SP, F 1 per year All Locals & Regional Great Lawn

Harbor Lights Parade W 1 per year All Locals & Regional

Corpus Christi Art Walk All 12 per year All
Locals &
Residents

Saturday Market Days All 24 per year Families
Locals &
Residents

Kid's Birthday Parties All 24 per year Families
Locals &
Residents

Catered Parties All 18 per year Adults
Locals &
Residents

Figure 11: Event and Audience Types, continued
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PARK MAINTENANCE
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PARK MAINTENANCE

The goal of park maintenance is to provide the highest quality work to ensure that the park is clean, attractive, safe, 
and usable for visitors.  The following principles should guide maintenance work in Destination Bayfront:

Establish the Importance of Maintenance for Destination Bayfront

High quality maintenance is essential to protecting the long-term capital investment.  Establishing and continuing 
basic park maintenance skills with either in-house staff or contracted services will protect the City’s investment for 
many years. Continued support by the City for core maintenance services will be vital to the park’s long-term success.

Develop and Implement Park-Wide Standards for Maintenance

Destination Bayfront must develop solid standards for its maintenance, particularly horticultural maintenance, turf 
maintenance, and tree care.  A park-wide set of standards and practices for particular maintenance areas should 
be implemented for the more sensitive and complex landscape areas, such as the Sherrill Park gardens and the 
landform plantings, water features and play areas.

Three critical variables condition maintenance work: 
 1) The nature of the task 
 2) The skill levels of those performing the task 
 3) The physical setting

Despite the complexity of itemizing park maintenance needs, a detailed understanding of tasks is essential.  Park 
maintenance tasks should be clearly classifi ed so that standards can be applied.  A good classifi cation system  
supports management decision-making such as the timing of treatments, deploying personnel and equipment, 
etc., and is based on an understanding of the nature of maintenance work.  For example, cleaning a paved surface 
is different from horticultural work due to the type of equipment needed, the skills needed and in the time it takes 
to perform the work.
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The Seasons Should Be the Basic Organizing Structure for Park Maintenance

Although most public organizations operate on the basis of a fi scal or calendar year broken down into four equal 
quarters, this structure is not particularly meaningful for park managers.  Some of the most important factors 
shaping the pattern of work – use, growing conditions, and weather – are tied to the seasons.  Seasons, moreover, 
do not necessarily fi t into neat quarters; they are of unequal length.  It is feasible to defi ne seasons as clusters of 
months approximating the natural conditions. Park management should defi ne “offi cial” seasons as groups of 
months to structure park work. 

The following are the four-seasons and usage-seasons for Corpus Christi:

Figure 1: Four Seasons

Figure 2: Usage Seasons

Seasons
Peak

Off-Peak
Shoulder

January February March April November DecemberMay June July August OctoberSeptember

Winter
Spring

Summer
Fall

January February March April November DecemberMay June July August OctoberSeptember

LANDSCAPE TYPES
Each area of the park has different landscape types, and each type needs a different set of tasks in order to maintain it 
correctly.  Some landscape types  will require more effort than others, such as more man hours, different equipment/
tools, different cleaning/maintenance frequency, and different set of skills. Landscape types include the following.

 Lawns 

 Reinforced Event and Exercise Lawns

 Landforms

 Gardens

 Paved Areas

 Decomposed Granite Areas (used for Picnic Groves, Garden Areas, Court Sports and 

Dog Runs and)

 Boardwalk and Decks

 Play and Fitness Equipment Areas

 Structures

 Site Furnishing 

 Water features

 Restrooms

LawnsLandforms Gardens 
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People will congregate in open lawn areas, meaning that they will be more heavily used and will require an intense 
schedule of maintenance.  Lawns should be lush and  well-manicured at all times.  Lawns will be used for both 
passive and active recreation, as well as for special events, and may have to accommodate large audiences.  Lawns 
will need to be regularly mowed, irrigated, fertilized, aerated, and thatched in order to sustain a healthy stand of turf.  
Occasionally, the lawn areas may need to be closed for resting and renovation, especially after a large event.  Routine 
maintenance of the lawn areas includes:

 Litter removal

 Mowing and trimming during growing season

 Weed control

 Regular turf maintenance to avoid bare spots and thin turf areas: aeration, thatching, 

and seeding

 Top dressing

 Irrigation maintenance

Event and Exercise Lawns

In Destination Bayfront Park, the Sports Lawn is a rectangular lawn located in the Family Area and used regularly for 
group exercise and sports activities.  The Sports Lawn is expected to have similar maintenance protocols as regular 
lawn areas, but with a more intensive weekly routine due to its increased usage.

Landforms

Landforms in the park have two faces, one towards the bay and the wind, and one towards the city.  The side facing 
the bay will be planted with reinforced turf grass, for sitting, while the other side will be planted with perennials and 
grasses.  Some faces of the landforms with turf have slopes of more than 15%, which may require the use of a slope 
mower.  A remote controlled mower is typically used for areas with slopes greater than 15%.  Inspection should be 
carried out to ensure the landform’s lawn is not eroding or simply being overused.  The structural system should be 
inspected and maintained on a regular basis to ensure it is intact.  Routine maintenance of the landforms includes:

 Litter removal

 Enhanced landscape mowing

 Regular turf maintenance to avoid bare spots and thin turf areas: aeration, thatching, 

and seeding

 Top dressing

 Weed control

 Regular erosion control/repair

 Inspection and maintenance of the MSE Systems

 Irrigation maintenance

Gardens

Gardens should be closely monitored and maintained in order to ensure healthy plant communities and attractive 
features.  The gardens will be defi ned beds made up of shrub, bulb and perennial plantings.  Intensive maintenance 
will be needed from spring through fall, starting with spring clean-up and cut back, then continuing with regular 
weeding, trimming, debris removal, dead heading, mulching, and watering through the fall, especially during the 
summer months.  Seasonal bulb plantings and perennials will need to be cut back to ensure optimal growth for next 
season.  Fertilizers should be applied to ensure optimal growth.  Pest control measures should be taken at the fi rst 
indication of infestation.  In areas where the gardens are planted on a slope, inspection should be carried to ensure 
there is no erosion, or that it will be controlled and repaired when identifi ed.  Routine maintenance includes:

 Litter removal

 Spring and fall cleanup and prep
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 Weeding/invasive species control, removal and monitor

 Plant maintenance: deadheading, minor pruning, cutback of bulbs foliage, spot 

watering throughout the growing seasons.

 Plant replacement and thinning

 Inspection (for pest and diseases)

 Irrigation maintenance

Paved Areas

Paved surfaces include asphalt and concrete, which are used in heavy-use areas and will receive the bulk of both 
vehicular and pedestrian traffi c.  Paved surfaces should be regularly cleared of litter and any wind blown debris.  
The surfaces will need to be power washed to remove accumulated debris or food stains near food and beverage 
concession areas.  Routine maintenance includes:

 Litter removal

 Blow debris with backpack blower

 Powerwashing

 Hardscape maintenance

Decomposed Granite Areas

Throughout the year, the decomposed granite areas will require some maintenance.  Minor renovation includes 
raking, leveling, and pushing back material that gets kicked into adjacent lawns or other areas.  Additionally, topping 
up will be needed to maintain proper grades and avoid any tripping hazards.

During dry periods, such as hot summer days, decomposed granite areas may need to be sprayed with a light mist 
of water to reduce dust.  After a heavy event day, or storm, some areas may need re-grading and topping.  Routine 
maintenance includes:

 Litter removal

 Wet down/ hose down during hot and dry days

 Minor repair and maintenance: raking and spot leveling

 Major renovation: fi lling, level, re-grading, and renovation

Decomposed Granite Areas –  Sports and Dog Runs

The sports areas are located in the Family Area and will be used for some court sports, such as horseshoes and 
bocce.  The sports areas are expected to have similar maintenance protocol as regular decomposed granite areas 

Decomposed Granite Areas Interactive Water Features
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but with a more intensive effort.  Frequent maintenance is recommended, including raking and spot leveling fi ve 
days a week.  The same is true for the dog runs, which will require raking and hosing down.

Deck Areas

Similar to other hardscapes, the deck areas will need to be kept clean on a daily basis, with litter removal and  surface 
cleaning.  Occasional powerwashing will be needed to remove accumulated debris, food and beverage stains, and 
possible biological growth.  Deck areas should also be regularly inspected to ensure they’re structurally intact and 
safe.  Routine maintenance includes:

 Litter removal

 Blow debris with backpack blower

 Powerwashing

 Maintenance: inspection, surface and structure maintenance, repair

Play and Fitness Equipment Areas

While the Play Area comprises an environment of landforms, various surfacing, and trees and planting, and play 
features, areas with play equipment are unique because they require special rubberized paving near play equipment 
to protect children from falls.  Regular routine maintenance may include:

 Litter and graffi ti removal 

 Powerwashing

 Play surface maintenance 

 Regular inspections of play equipment (checking for bolt and weld connections)

 Maintenance and minor repairs

Play areas and play equipment will require regular maintenance to ensure a safe environment.  Specifi c maintenance 
needs will be identifi ed in detail as the design develops. 

Structures

Structures are defi ned as areas with shade structures, the park arrival building, retail shops, and café.  Given the 
expected uses of these structures, keeping them and their immediate surroundings clean is particularly important.  
Structures and adjacent areas must be regularly cleaned, trash removed and paved surfaces regularly swept and 
power washed to remove food and beverage spills.  Structures are expected to suffer some vandalism, such as graffi ti, 
which should be removed within 24 hours of reporting.  Structures will need to be checked and maintained regularly 
to ensure they’re safe for public use.  It is assumed that business operators will be responsible for maintaining the 
interior spaces and the infrastructure within the structures, such as plumbing and electrical. 

Site Furnishings

Site furnishings include all site amenities, such as trash cans, recycling bins, signage, fences, railings, bike racks, 
drinking fountains, etc.  Trash cans, along with recycling bins, will need to be emptied and replaced with a new liner 
on a daily basis.  The frequency will need to be adjusted during the busiest seasons.  The bins should be washed 
down at least once per month, along with routine maintenance, such as repainting, checking for damage, and repair 
as necessary.  Other site furnishing will require regular cleaning, wiping down, and routine check for damage and 
tight connections (if applicable), repainting, and repair as necessary.  Graffi ti should be removed within 24 hours 
of reporting.  The sooner graffi ti is removed, the easier it is to remove and the less likelihood of shadows. It also 
discourages additional graffi ti.

Specifi c maintenance needs and services will be identifi ed as the design progresses.
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Water Features and Fountains

There are two (2) water features proposed for Destination Bayfront: an interactive sprayground in the Play Area and 
a smaller garden fountain in Sherrill Park. Common maintenance needs include:

 Cleaning of fountain surfaces (removal of biological growth)

 Daily monitoring

 Daily and weekly system cleaning

 Maintenance of pumps, fi ltration system, etc

 Leaf and debris removal

 Spring start-up and winterization

 Jet/ spray head adjustment and repair

Not all fountains in the park will have the same maintenance needs.  Specifi c maintenance needs and services will 
be identifi ed as the design progresses. 

Restrooms

There will be three (3) public restrooms in the park, at Sherrill Park, the Zocalo, and Play Area.  ETM recommends 
the following basic maintenance guideline:

  
 Toilets should be checked regularly, and restocked accordingly, during hours of 

operation.
 Cleaning 3x/day during peak season, 2x/day during shoulder season, and 1x/day 

during off-peak season

 High standards of cleanliness and hygiene (like removal of odor etc.) should be 

established and maintained

 Maintenance tasks include:

o Cleaning and disinfecting individual stalls 

o Wiping down the sink counter

o Mopping fl oors

o Restocking soap and toiletries

 Rules regarding appropriate use should be posted and strictly enforced

See Figure 3 for the landscape types that make up each park room.
 

Figure 3: Landscape Types
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STANDARDS OF MAINTENANCE
This report assumes mid-level standards of maintenance.  The actual frequency of tasks will vary depending on use 
and weather.  Standards of care directly impact both the annual operating budget and the appearance of the park.  A 
park with high standards can be costly.  Alternatively, a park with low standards of maintenance where work is done 
to minimal standards, or on an as-needed basis, may reduce the operating budget but could be perceived by the 
public as poorly-maintained or unsafe.  It is important to develop standards that not only take fi nancial constraints 
into consideration, but provide the levels of maintenance that are required to attract visitors for a high quality visitor 
experience.  ETM would not recommend a level of maintenance below what is shown in the task-hours sheets.

Maintenance Assumptions

Maintenance and operations are assumed to be done with a combination of in-house staff and contracted services.  
The in-house staff will primarily be responsible for basic maintenance services.

ETM recommends that the basic maintenance services include:

 Basic day-to-day maintenance of the site

 Cleaning, de-littering

 Emptying trash cans

 Powerwashing

 Some lawn and garden maintenance

 Some graffi ti removal

 Play equipment cleaning and inspection

 Some pest control

 Erosion control 

 Some light repair 

 General water feature maintenance and monitoring

 Some structures maintenance and cleaning

 Hardscape maintenance

 Decomposed granite maintenance – re-leveling, refi lling, etc.

 Site furnishing cleaning

ETM recommends the contracted landscaping services include:

 Maintenance of lawn areas

 Maintenance of garden areas

 Tree maintenance

 Spot watering

 Plant replacement

 Invasive species removal

 Annual cutback

 Pest control

MAINTENANCE ASSUMPTIONS
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 Soil testing

 Fertilization

 Irrigation 

 Erosion control 

ETM recommends that contracted trades services be responsible for:

 Repair

 Major maintenance of water features and repair

 Site furnishing maintenance and repair

 Structure maintenance/ repair

 Safety surface maintenance/ repair

 Play equipment maintenance/ repair

 Pest control

 Major hardscape repair

 Graffi ti removal

The Operations and Maintenance budgets  specifi cally include contract trades to cover items that may need to be 
fi xed, above and beyond day-to-day park maintenance.  The allowance for contracted trades increases between Phase 
1 and Phase 2 not so much because of additional park area in Phase 2, but because of additional repairs that may 

be necessary as time passes and the park receives more use.

MAINTENANCE TASKS AND HOURS SHEETS
The maintenance tasks and hours sheets list all of the tasks needed to maintain the park, an estimated quantity 
of each task, a time standard to perform the task, and an estimated annual frequency for each task resulting in an 
estimated number of hours needed annually for each task.

Explanation Of Maintenance Task Hours Chart  

TASK – Maintenance task
QTY – Total quantity of a task that needs to be done 
UNIT – Unit of measurement
UNIT (MIN) – Time standard to complete one unit of the task in minutes 
ONCE (MIN) – Task quantity x time standard  
ONCE (HOURS) – Time in minutes converted to hours 
ANNUAL FREQUENCY – Number of times task is done annually 
TOTAL HOURS - Annual frequency x time in hours for doing it once   

The annual hours (TOTAL HOURS) for each maintenance task (TASK) is calculated by:

Multiplying the quantity of a task (QTY) by the time standard to complete one unit of the tasks (UNIT MIN), then 
dividing it by 60 to get the number in hours, which is then multiplied by the total number of times annually (frequency) 
the task is estimated to be done, resulting in an estimated number of hours annually needed to complete the task.

Each park area is estimated individually, for the ease of fi guring out the total estimated hours for each construction 
phase, in case of changes in the phasing.

 Promenade: 2,261 hrs

 Zocalo: 691 hrs

 Family Area: 3,244 hrs

 Great Lawn: 4,192 hrs

 Play Area: 2,888 hrs

 Sherrill Park: 2,133 hrs

 Pier: 264 hrs
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As of this report, Phase 1 is made up of the Promenade, Zocalo, Family Area, Great Lawn, Play Area, and half of the 
Pier.  The estimated hours for Phase 1 is 13,408 hours annually.  Phase 2 is the entire build-out of the park, and the 
estimated hours for the complete park is 15,673 hours. 

Figure 4 shows the summary of the breakdown of hours.

Total PROMENADE ZOCALO FAMILY AREA GREAT LAWN
# of annual man hours
LAWNS 2,027 198 1,776
LAWNS SPORTS 858 858
LANDFORMS 1,066 192 451
GARDENS 2,526 192 240 611
TREES 824 120 249 183
PAVED AREAS 976 233 241 147
DECOMPOSED GRANITE AREAS 349 81 74
DECOMPOSED GRANITE AREAS
SPORTS

229 229

DECK AREAS 869 590 42 61
PLAY AREAS 226 50
BEACH AREAS 4,469
STRUCTURES 336 50 63 54 42
FURNISHING, SIGNAGE, LIGHTING,
AMENITIES

3,535 506 60 510 846

WATER FEATURES/ FOUNTAINS 600 300
RESTROOMS 1,705 568 568

TOTAL HOURS 15,672 2,260 691 3,244 4,192

# of annual man hours
LAWNS
LAWNS SPORTS
LANDFORMS
GARDENS
TREES
PAVED AREAS
DECOMPOSED GRANITE AREAS
DECOMPOSED GRANITE AREAS
SPORTS
DECK AREAS
PLAY AREAS
BEACH AREAS
STRUCTURES
FURNISHING, SIGNAGE, LIGHTING,
AMENITIES
WATER FEATURES/ FOUNTAINS
RESTROOMS

TOTAL HOURS

PLAY AREA SHERRILL PARK PIER

54

422
508 975
103 168
185 170
90 105

38 138
176

50 44 33

485 579 94

300
568

2,888 2,132 265

Figure 4: Annual Man-Hours
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GOVERNANCE PLAN
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GOVERNANCE

Due to limited public resources, many successful urban parks these days are the result of public-private partnerships, 
in which the City and a non-profi t organization share responsibility and oversight of the park.  While the details of 
these public-private agreements differ from park to park, there are many standard advantages of a public-private 
partnership for urban parks.  A public private partnership can access both public and private funding sources, 
benefi ts from the dedicated leadership and advocacy of the non-profi t organization, and is not subject to election 
year cycles and political changes. 

We recommend that the City of Corpus Christi and Destination Bayfront create such a public-private partnership, 
and that Destination Bayfront form a 501c3 in order to operate as a non-profi t organization.  The recommended 
division of responsibilities is as follows: 

The non-profi t Destination Bayfront Conservancy will initially focus on fi nalizing schematic design and phasing 
strategies and should also establish a Conservancy Board that will provide overall leadership and coordinate private 
fund-raising efforts.   The Board should include a cross section of individuals from the public and private sector 
such as corporations and civic organizations, whose individuals will bring a broad range of opportunities for fund-
raising and public advocacy.   The Destination Bayfront Advisory Committee will report directly to the Board, and 
will coordinate programming efforts during the park’s design and phased construction.  Once the park opens, the 
Conservancy will be responsible for maintenance, programing and administrative operations of the park.   

The City of Corpus Christi is expected to manage the park’s design and construction and should lead the effort 
to secure public funding for the capital cost of design and construction.   After the park opens, it is expected that 
the City will maintain existing levels of funding for some park maintenance and for utility costs that are normally 
borne by the City. The City should also continue to provide Police protection and security, while the City’s Parks and 
Recreation Department will provide continued levels of O&M support, site maintenance, and some special event 
support.  There is no additional City expenditure on site as a result of this project.
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Organizational Staffi ng Plan – Design and Construction

Initially, a Project Manager is needed to oversee all design and construction related issues and to coordinate with 
all associated City departments. Once the City secures initial funding for the project, the City should hire or fund 
a Project Director who can act as the primary client group representative, coordinate between the City and the 
Destination Bayfront Conservancy, and lead fund-raising and preliminary park programming efforts.  This Project 
Director may work directly for the City or for Destination Bayfront, but ideally should be a full time, paid position 
whose costs are covered by the City,  An administrative assistant will be needed to work with the Project Director 
and assist the Advisory Committee.  A Programming Director should also be brought on board in the early phases 
of the project to work with the Parks Dept. and help kick-start events for the site and generate interest in the park 
during design and construction.

See Figure 12 for the recommended organizational structure during design and construction.

Figure 12: Initial Organizational Structure - Design and Construction
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Figure 13: Phase 1 Organizational Structure

Organizational Staffi ng Plan - Phase 1 

A Maintenance and Security Director should be hired 6-8 months prior to the completion of Phase 1 construction 
so that he or she is familiar with the park, and can begin the hiring and training process for grounds maintenance 
staff.  A Park Administrator should be brought on board when construction begins to oversee the operations and 
learn the ins-and-outs of the partnership with the city and the park design.  Once the park is completed, a dedicated 
part-time administrative assistant will be needed to support the Park Administrator.  The Programming Director will 
be full-time, with a full-time administrative assistant who will be providing administrative support, in addition to 
working on contracting, scheduling, data management, and outreach.

The bulk of daily maintenance will be done by in-house staff.  A majority of the landscaping services will be contracted 
out, particularly for lawns, tree pruning, and garden maintenance.  While it is recommended that the Corpus Christi 
Police Department continue to provide security services, additional contracted services may be brought in to increase 
coverage, particularly on weekends and during the peak season.

See Figure 13 for the recommended organizational structure for the completion of Phase 1.
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Figure 14: Phase 2 Organizational Structure

Organizational Staffi ng Plan - Phase 2

The number of maintenance staff will increase as more of the park landscapes are completed and more maintenance 
is needed.  As the park matures and use increases, an Event Coordinator should be brought on to work with outsider 
producers to bring larger and varied events to the park.  More operational fi eld support will be needed to for the 
increased park programming.

A Development Director should be hired to assist with ongoing fund-raising needs, particularly sponsorships and 
philanthropic fund-raising.  The Development Director will be responsible for doing the outreach to various community 
leaders, organizations, and seeking sponsorships from larger corporations.  Additionally the Development Director 
will be responsible for developing new fund-raising ideas and securing grants.  He/she will be the primary link to 
the philanthropic community not only in Corpus Christi, but nationally as well.  A part-time Offi ce Manager will 
oversee the day-to-day operations when the Park Administrator is unavailable.  A part-time Workforce and Volunteer 
Coordinator will be responsible for ensuring contract compliance, as well as seeking opportunities to engage and 
encourage volunteer efforts in the park.  Additionally, a Park Facility Manager will be responsible for directing the 
maintenance, repair and upkeep of all the park buildings and facilities.  The Park Facility Manager will also develop 
short and long term planning and maintenance contracts for all park facilities. 

See Figure 14 for the recommended organizational structure for the completion of Phase 2.
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O&M BUDGETS
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 O&M BUDGETS

An estimated operating budget for Phase 1 of $1,010,392 is shown in Figure 15.  The estimated operating budget 

for Phase 2, or the complete park, is $1,385,940, as shown in Figure 16.  The budget is shown in 2012 dollars, the 

number will need to be adjusted for infl ation. The budgets refl ect a phased construction implementation plan and 

a resulting phased organizational implementation to meet the needs of the park.  
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The annual operating budget includes the following:

Park Maintenance

• Personnel costs: 

• Maintenance & Security Director

• Crew Chief

• Maintenance staff

• Horticultural staff

• Part-time/ seasonal staff

• Maintenance expenses

• Materials and supplies

• Replacement costs (plants and facilities)

• Equipment maintenance and rental

• Water features services

• Utilities

• Contracted Services:

• Cleaning

• Horticultural

• Trees

• Pest control

• Trades

Park Security

• Personnel costs

• Materials and equipment costs

Programming

• Personnel costs:

• Programming Director

• Event Coordinator

• Administrative Assistant

• Field Support

Administrative

• Personnel costs:

• Park Administrator

• Offi ce Manager

• Administrative Assistant

• Workforce/ Volunteer Coordinator

• Park Facility Manager

• Administrative Expenses:

• Materials and supplies

• Offi ce operations

• Professional fees

• Insurance
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Figure 15: Phase 1 Estimated Operating Budget

Continued on next page
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Figure 15: Phase 1 Estimated Operating Budget, continued

The City is already providing $81,334 (see Appendix I) in maintenance services on the Destination Bayfront site.  It 
is assumed that these in-kind services will continue, which effectively reduces the amount needed for O&M from new 
sources by that amount.  $1,010,392 minus $81,334 is $929,058.  

/ Project Manager City Staff. Director is to oversee design and construction related issues.
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Estimated Operating Budget MIN Comments
Destination Bayfront, Corpus Christi

PARK MAINTENANCE Total Cost
Personnel Costs
Maintenance & Security Director $54,850 Facility maintenance & park maintenance

Maintenance Crew Chief/ Handyman $37,080 Working supervisor; 20% grounds works and horticultural works

Maintenance Staff $47,229 Grounds maintenance: litter removal, graffiti removal, etc., 80%

Horticultural Staff $11,270 Horticultural maintenance, mowing ,etc.; 80%
Seasonal Staff $14,443 April September seasonals, 5 for 25 hours/week
Indirect cost (22.45%) $37,014
Subtotal In house Personnel Costs $201,886
Maintenance Expenses

Materials & supplies $8,500
Small tools, uniforms, equipment (hoses, paint, etc.), bench slats,
lights, trash bags, etc.

Replacement plants $7,500 Plants replacement costs
Equipment maintenance $8,500 Includes equipment and vehicles
Equipment rental $7,500 Rental of hi boy, scissor lift, etc.

Water features services $32,500 Includes parts replacement, services, chemicals, filter baskets, etc.

Facility replacement costs $10,000

Water $35,000
Irrigation of planting areas, washing down of pavement, and water
features

Electrical $75,000 Lighting, facilities, etc.
Subtotal Maintenance Expenses $184,500

CONTRACTED SERVICES Total Cost
Contracted cleaning services $13,480 Includes restroom cleaning and graffiti removal

Contracted horticultural services $38,850
Priced by acre, 80% of lawn work and 50% of gardening; @ $3,750
per acre

Contracted tree services $14,000 50% of tree work
Contracted pest control $7,900 Fire ants, bird, pest control

Contracted trades $85,000 Electrical, plumbing, irrigation repair, etc., @ $90/hr, 2 person crew

Subtotal Contracted Services $159,230
Total Maintenance Costs $545,616

PARK SECURITY Total Cost
Security supervisor $14,460 Night security supervisor, CCPD; 1/3 of security staff hours

Security staff $36,500 1 person 4 hours night shift, 7 days a week, 52 weeks per year; CCPD

Uniforms, safety gear, radios, bikes $7,500
Subtotal Park Security $58,460
Total Security Costs $58,460

Figure 16: Phase 2 Estimated Operating Budget

Continued on next page

While the O&M budget associated with Phase 2 refl ects added park area and features, it also makes adjustments for 
additional O&M needs as the park becomes more successful and more heavily used.  Heavy usage of the site over 
time may demand an increase in specialized maintenance repair work, as well as an increase in park staffi ng and 
programming efforts.   In other words, the Phase 2 O&M budget is driven somewhat by the passage of time and by the 
level of activity in the park.  The park’s success should help offset associated costs.
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PROGRAMMING Total Cost
Programming Director $55,000
Event Coordinator $40,000
Administrative Assistant $32,000 Contracting, scheduling, data management
Operational Field Support $24,792 Assumed 2,400 hours
Indirect costs (22.45%) $34,077
Subtotal Personnel Costs $185,869
Development Misc. Expenses $6,250

Special event support $12,500
Support of special events including materials, supplies, security, AV,
cleanup crew, etc.

Rentals $12,500
Temporary rental of sound, lighting, etc. required for 4 6 small to
moderate size events annually

Newsletter and Brochures $17,500 Miscellaneous visitor brochures and maps
Materials & Supplies $12,500
Merchandise Costs $10,000 Production cost for park merchandises, designs, etc.

General Events/programming by DBC $93,600
About $1,800/week average; continue with exercise classes and
small events, bring on medium events when budget allows

Subtotal Program Expenses $164,850
Total Programming Costs $350,719

ADMINISTRATIVE Total Cost

Park Administrator $110,000
Park Director will spend 30% of time on admin, 20% on ops contracts
and other "big" issues

Development Director
Dedicated to sponsorships and philanthropic fundraising not
included in budget

Office Manager $22,500 0.5 FTE

Administrative Assistant $40,000
Dedicate 50% to Park Administration; remaining time grant writing
or assist in fundraising

Workforce/Volunteer Coordinator $17,500
0.5 FTE, coordinates schedule with volunteers and community
service providers

Park facility manager $20,000 0.5 FTE
Indirect costs (22.45%) $47,145
Subtotal Personnel Costs $257,145
Materials & supplies $10,000
Other Office Operations $20,000 Copier service; ISP; computer network; small equipment, etc.
Professional Fees $18,500 Legal, Accounting tax prep, audit, etc.
Insurance $125,500 Liability, property, D&O; (needs to be verified)
Subtotal Administrative Expenses $174,000
Total Administrative Costs $431,145

Estimated Total Operating Budget $1,385,940

Figure 16: Phase 2 Estimated Operating Budget, continued
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FINANCING PLAN

The fi nancing plan summarizes the proposed funding model for both the design and construction, and the ongoing 

maintenance, operation and programming, of the 34-acre phased bayfront park designed by Hargreaves Associates. 

The proposed funding model is the product of the design and cost estimation process, of substantial discussion 

between key committee members, a task force of the city council, and stakeholders, and of analysis by HR&A 

Advisors with assistance of local real estate consultants and City of Corpus Christi staff, as well as background 

research conducted by HR&A on successful funding models for signature parks nationally. 
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Overview of Key Findings

The funding for park capital costs and long-term operations and maintenance is envisioned as a public-private 

partnership in which private donations, sponsorship and earned income will fund the vast majority of operations 

and maintenance of the park, with no expected increase in the City’s existing annual spending at the Destination 

Bayfront site today. Subject to this commitment, the City would fund most of the capital costs through issuance of 

General Obligation bonds.

Capital Funding for Park Construction

The estimated capital cost of building the park is $69 million with a $53.3 million Phase I and $15.7 million Phase II. 

The sources available to support park capital costs in Phase I is $12.4 million, which is derived from existing public 

funds and supplementary funding sources.  To fi ll the remaining gap in Phase I, the City would need to issue a bond 

of $40.9 million.   

Each $18 million of General Obligation Bond issuance requires a $0.01 per $100 of taxable value increase in property 

taxes. The implication of a $40.9 million bond on the average tax payer would be such that it would require an 

increase of approximately $0.023 per $100 of a property’s taxable value, or $23 per year for the average property 

owner of a $100,000 home. 

Funding for Park Operations and Maintenance 

The park’s annual maintenance and operations budget in Phase I is projected to be approximately $1.01 million, as 

indicated by ETM Associates’ budget projections. This budget includes the City’s in-kind contribution of $80,000 

to park operations and maintenance at the site today.  HR&A has determined, through conversations with the 

City, local real estate professionals, and the leadership of Destination Bayfront that the majority of funding for the 

park’s operations and maintenance would be derived from private fund-raising efforts and earned income, as well 

as the City’s existing park maintenance contracts within the Destination Bayfront footprint. An additional source 

of income could be derived from establishing a Special Park Assessment District that would include residential 

and commercial properties south of the existing Downtown Management District (DMD) and west of the park, as 

well as add a small incremental assessment to properties within the DMD. HR&A has found that the district could 

constitute 15 percent of the park’s annual operations and maintenance funds during Phase I, as seen in Figure 1. 

Figure 1: Sources of Phase I Operations and Maintenance Funds g f p

 

Source: HR&A Analysis

Objectives of the Funding Model

The funding model aims to:

 Create a public-private funding partnership where municipal support leverages maximum levels 

of private funding and funding from non-municipal public sources, minimizing the necessary 

municipal funding commitment in a period of fi scal restraint and competing priorities;

 Make funds available for sustained operation, maintenance and programming of the park, ensuring 

a quality of maintenance and of organized animation that guarantees the park will serve as a long 

term economic driver for Corpus Christi and its region; 

 To the extent possible, leverage existing sources of public funding prior to requesting additional 
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authorized funding; and

 Derive sources of funds from sources of value – that is, create a structure in which funds are 

being derived from incremental economic activity in Corpus Christi, ranging from earned income 

generated from activity on the site, to proceeds from new real estate development and property 

value appreciation, to new business and leisure tourist activity associated with the park.

Park Design and Construction (Capital Phase)

Uses of Funds

Hargreaves Associates has generated preliminary cost estimates for design and construction of a park including 24 

acres of parkland and 10 acres of beach built out in two phases. A two-phase park buildout would cost a total of $69 

million and would introduce park features as follows: 

 Phase I includes the construction of the promenade, family area, play area, the Zocalo, the great lawn, half of 

the pier, and the beach, a total of  about 20 acres of park and 10 acres of beach. The capital costs associated 

with this construction are estimated to be $53.3 million, which includes park construction, soft costs and 

construction contingency.

 Phase II construction fi nishes the remaining 4 acres of park by completing the pier, introducing more parking, 

additional retail and a park offi ce building and making improvements to Sherrill Park. Phase II capital costs 

are approximately $15.7 million, including construction cost escalation to 2018.

Sources of Funds

Based on analysis of available funding sources and best practices in funding park design and construction, we 

recommend sourcing funds from four categories of value for capital purposes. Based on the objectives described 

above, the categories below are listed in order of priority for use. 

 

Existing Public Funding. The team has identifi ed two potential sources of existing public funding that could be applied 

to park design and construction. 

 Funds Authorized for Shoreline Boulevard Reconstruction. There is approximately $5.3 million in 

remaining bond proceeds for this improvement that could be used for Destination Bayfront. This 

assumption is based on the original $13 million dedicated to the improvements, less the construction 

cost estimate for Shoreline Boulevard, soft costs, and construction contingency.  This is based on 

information provided by Dan Biles, the City Director of Engineering Services.

 Utility Capital Budget for Stormwater Improvements. The City will incorporate capital costs for on-site 

stormwater management into its Utility Capital Budget, an annual budget of the City’s water utility 

fees. The team will provide City staff with design and cost estimates for all stormwater management 

capital items at the conclusion of Schematic Design, and estimates $1 million following conversations 

with Dan Biles.  This number will be refi ned during Design Development after completion of a utility 

survey and utility engineering plans for the park.

We believe it is reasonable to assume the following order of magnitude funding potential for park construction: $5.3 

million from remaining Shoreline Boulevard reconstruction funds and $1 million offsetting funds for stormwater 

improvements. In total, this yields $6.3 million for Phase I design and construction.

Supplemental Funding Sources. While direct capital funding from federal and state sources for park construction have 

not been identifi ed, the team has identifi ed three potential sources of program funding that incorporate regional 

public and private sources.  Destination Bayfront and the Hargreaves team have initiated discussions with these 

entities related to funding of the park: 
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 Sales Tax Proceeds for Seawall Maintenance and Improvements. We understand that there are 

approximately $20 million in Type A Sales Tax1 bond proceeds remaining for this purpose, $4 million 

of which is dedicated to smaller future projects. The Hargreaves team has assembled and submitted 

a package that includes several park capital items we believe are eligible for funding with technical 

descriptions and rationale for how these features support the long-term maintenance and protection 

of the Seawall, and has held preliminary discussions with the Type A board. Decisions related to 

the amount of funding available are dependent on the outcome of a current study conducted to 

examine fl ood conditions in downtown Corpus Christi, which is in process at FEMA and within the 

City’s Engineering department. For now, the Hargreaves team estimates about $6.2 million might 

dedicated to park-contributed seawall improvements, of which we assume $5.2 million would be 

available for the fi rst phase of construction, as seen in “Appendix E – Supplemental Funding Sources 

and Projects” and “Appendix F –Supplemental Funding Schedule”.

 The Metropolitan Planning Organization (MPO) provides funding for mobility management through 

the Texas Metropolitan Mobility Plan, which includes development of pedestrian and bicycle routes, 

signage, and wayfi nding elements, and provides $500,000 to $1 million per project. The MPO 

has included Destination Bayfront as a line item in its 2015-2016 budget.  The design team has 

preliminarily asked that the MPO allocate $900,000 for eligible capital items under its 2015-2016 

budget to support Phase I park construction, as seen in Appendices A and B.  

 The Coastal Bend Bays and Estuaries Program obtains federal, state, and municipal funds for large 

projects that implement water quality improvements, wetland maintenance or construction, 

improved access to the water, and other similar environmental improvements. Ongoing dialogue 

with the Program’s staff indicates the range of eligible capital projects planned for Destination 

Bayfront to be up to $100,000 for Phase I park elements. This estimate does not include funds 

dedicated to possible breakwater improvements, which could be as much as $2.3 million in Phase II.

We believe it is reasonable to assume these three sources could produce $6.1 million for design and construction of 

Phase I park elements, and $3.3 million for Phase II park features.

Figure 2: Sources of Capital Funds, Two-Phase Park Buildout

Existing Public Funding Phase I P hase II
2008 Shoreline Re-Alignment Bond Surplus $5.3 M TBD
Utility Capital Budget $1.0 M TBD
Subtotal $6.3M TBD
Supplemental Funding Phase I Phase II 
Type A Sales Tax Proceeds: Seawall* $5.20 M $1.00 M
Metropolitan Planning Organization* $0.90 M TBD
Coastal Bend Bays & Estuaries Program* $0 $2.30 M

Subtotal $6.1M $3.3M+
Capital Sources Total $12.4 M $3.3M+

Source: HR&A Analysis

* See Appendix E for Summary of Items Eligible for Supplemental Funding.  

While the supplemental funding sources described above have been vetted with these funding boards and agencies, 

the Design Team has also outlined two approaches to accommodate potential shortcomings in supplemental funding 

or future adjustments to eligible project cost. First, the Design Team has identifi ed $2.4 million in alternates that can 

be deducted from the $52.4 million project if needed.   Appendix F includes a breakdown of this Contingency Plan.

In the unlikely event that no supplemental funding is available for Destination Bayfront, Phase 1 capital funding 

would fall short by $6.1 million.  This gap cannot be fi lled by deduct alternates, and Phase 1 construction would 

  Refers to Section 4A of the Texas Development Corporation Act of 1979, referred to as Type A as of 2007.
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require a reduced park area.  In this scenario, the precise area would be determined at a later stage in the design 

process.

New Spending and Property Value. The team continues to discuss and analyze the appropriate approach to 

authorization by the public of General Obligation (GO) Bond funding of the remaining park capital cost. As has been 

observed previously, in the absence of substantial short-term incremental revenue that could secure a revenue bond 

or other dedicated funding source for park design and construction, GO bond funding will be critical to achieving 

the goals associated with creating a Destination Bayfront park in this location.

HR&A’s current analysis of incremental economic activity likely to result from an improved bayfront and downtown 

suggests new tax sources for the City of Corpus Christi that could amount to between $2.5 and $3.75 million per 

year, seen in “Appendix H – Economic Benefi ts”, based on the assumption of additional tourist, worker and resident 

activity downtown associated primarily with the park’s creation and the assumption that 2.5% of new spending 

would be captured as 23mu n icipal tax revenue . If these funds were used as the basis of municipal debt fi nancing 

for capital expenditures, they could support between $30 and $50 million in bond proceeds .  A likely condition of 

any bond issuance would be that private funds raised through donations and sponsorships will be placed in an 

endowment to support ongoing park operations and maintenance, discussed further below.

The following fi gures summarize HR&A’s analysis of the capital funding available by source of value, as seen in 

Figure 2, and indicate the scale of funds for which a public bond issue fi lls the remaining gap for design and 

construction of a two-phase park, as seen in Figure 3, with an emphasis on identifying capital sources for Phase I. 

Figure 3: First Phase GO Bond Issuance Required, Two-Phase Buildout ($53.3 M Phase I) g 3 q ( 53 3 )

Source: HR&A Analysis

A two-phase buildout scenario, assuming public and supplementary capital funding sources of $12.4M, would require 
a General Obligation bond issuance of $ $40.9 million to support design and construction of a $53.3 million Phase I 
park. 

Park Operation, Maintenance and Programming (Ongoing) 

Uses of Funds

Providing a high quality of maintenance for the park and offering a robust program of public events and activities 

will be critical to creating a destination on the bayfront. It is increasingly the quality of public space and the number 

and variety of activities available that sets a typical park apart from a true destination, as evidenced by the signature 

parks that have been studied by the team during the concept design phase.

ETM Associates has provided an estimate for park operation, maintenance and programming at a cost of nearly $1.4 

million per year for a fully constructed park. The table below indicates funds dedicated to maintenance expenses and 

services, administration, park programming and security at full park buildout in Phase II. In the near term, Phase I 

operations will cost approximately $1.0 million per year.

2  Dean Runyan Associates. The Economic Impact of Travel on Texas 1990-2010. Texas Economic Development & Tourism 
May 2011.

3  Assumes 20 year bond issuance at 4.50% interest rate based on recent Corpus Christi fi nancings.
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Figure 4: Uses of Operations, Maintenance, and Programming Funds [Per Annum]
Park Maintenance Phase I Phase II 
Personnel, Expenses & Contracted Services $429,000 $546,000 

Programming, Security & Administration Phase I Phase II 
Administration $314,000 $431,000 
Programming $221,000 $351,000 
Security $46,000 $58,000 

Subtotal $576,000 $822,000 
Total O&M Budget $1,010,000 $1,386,000 

Source: Hargreaves Associates, ETM Associates, HR&A Analysis

The City currently contributes $80,000 in-kind to maintenance of the site within the Destination Bayfront footprint.  
Assuming the City maintains the same annual contribution, $930,000 in operations and maintenance funding are 
identifi ed by source in the following section.   

Sources of Funds

The team has identifi ed four sources of value for ongoing funding for the park, earned income, existing public 

funding, a special assessment, and private endowments, which may include the following:

Earned Income. The operator of the park will raise funds from a variety of activities on the site, including potentially:

 Event, activity, and rental proceeds. If a variety of activity types are offered, some are likely to produce 

revenue for the park operator, which may offset or exceed the cost of hosting such events in the 

park. Buc Days alone generates nearly $50,000 in revenue for the City, but much of the positive 

net income is directed to charity and the remaining revenue is dedicated to compensating event 

security and maintenance staff, so there is little available net income from the event4. At Heritage 

Park, however, rental fees are directed towards maintenance and repair of old homes in the park 

rather than accruing to the General Fund, an arrangement that could be applied to Destination 

Bayfront in which net proceeds from events and activities are directed toward capital maintenance. 

While subject to analysis by the Parks Department, a study conducted by ETM Associates found that 

revenue generated from events, rentals, and other activity on site could generate $60,000 annually 

in Phase I and $75,000 annually by Phase II5.  Many of the event types would be free, such as un-

sponsored events or park sponsored/produced events, to generate activity on site.

 Net rents from lease of commercial spaces for food and beverage and retail activities. The current program 

for the park includes 4,265 square feet of uses at full buildout. HR&A’s high level market assessment 

suggests a reasonable rent estimate of $17 per SF during the early phases of the park’s operation, 

rising to potentially $25 per SF during later phases. Net of an allowance for landlord operating cost, 

this could produce total net income of approximately $50,000 in Phase I of a two-phase scenario, 

in which Phase I provides 3,290 SF of retail and restaurant. At full buildout in Phase II, this could 

produce $100,000 if $25 per SF rents are achieved for future restaurant and retail totaling 4,265 SF.

 Proceeds from parking. Surface parking adjacent to and on the site could generate parking revenue, 

particularly during periods of peak use such as on weekends. To calculate the annual parking revenue 

by Phase, HR&A made several assumptions about the cost of parking and the average length of stay, 

days of operation, and occupancy per space. Parking spaces accounted for in this analysis include 

spaces within the parking plaza and parking spaces along the east side (park side) of Shoreline Blvd. 

These assumptions are as follows:

4  While the net income from the event is positive, the City dedicates a large share of its profi ts to scholarships for high-performing high  
 school seniors.

5  ETM Associates. “Programming Plan.” Destination Bayfront Master Implementation Plan. December 2012 
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• Based on comparable costs downtown of $0.75 per hour and a Texas statewide city average 

of $1.25 per hour, HR&A believes it is reasonable to assume a cost of $1.00 per hour at the 

Destination Bayfront site. 

• A study conducted of San Diego’s Old Town neighborhood, a tourist neighborhood adjacent 

to Mission Bay Park, found that the average length of stay for on-street parking in the 

neighborhood was 2.6 hours. Given similarities in character to the City and to the nature of 

the neighborhood, and by comparison to an estimate from a San Antonio parking study that 

found the average length of parking duration in the City to be 3.5 hours, HR&A felt it was 

reasonable to assume a length of stay of 2.6 hours. 

• Given the tourist season in Corpus Christi, HR&A assumed that parking meters at Destination 

Bayfront would operate 7 days per week from Memorial Day to Labor Day and 6 days per 

week the remaining 38 weeks of the year.

• A study conducted by the Institute for Transportation and Development Policy identifi ed the 

commonly accepted target for parking space occupancy for cities, which is 85%. This target 

was also cited in the San Antonio parking management study, as well as other studies on 

parking in U.S. cities. HR&A therefore assumed 85% annual occupancy per space for the 

Destination Bayfront site.

HR&A has determined that for the 124 parking spaces provided in Phase I, parking revenues could total $90,000 

based on these assumptions. In Phase II, the total 174 parking spaces could generate $125,000 of revenue to 

contribute towards park maintenance.

Current City Funding. The City of Corpus Christi reports costs of approximately $120,000 per year on maintenance 

for the Destination Bayfront site, of which approximately $40,000 is a direct expenditure for mowing/landscape 

contracts and the remainder is the cost of labor and materials by the Parks Department, as seen in “Appendix 

I – Corpus Christi Parks Department Annual Budget for Destination Bayfront Footprint.” A stable base of public 

funds is critical to leveraging additional non-municipal funds for the ongoing cost of operating a great park, and it 

is therefore reasonable to assume that the City continue to provide $40,000 per year as contracted maintenance 

funds, and that the $80,000 of in-kind donation is credited against the annual operations and maintenance budget 

previously described. We assume the City’s net contribution is $40,000 per year towards maintenance and mowing 

contracts. Note that the total existing funding at the Destination Bayfront site (inclusive of in-kind contribution) 

represents approximately $4,000 per acre of the new park, well short of O&M funding requirement ($14,400 per 

acre in Phase I and $16,200 per acre in Phase II).

Private Endowment. The Destination Bayfront Committee has suggested a fund-raising goal of $15 million. Annual 

proceeds from an endowment would be approximately $525,000 per year at 3.5% interest. 

Special Park Assessment. The Bayfront Park has economic development potential both for the City as a whole and for 

the downtown and immediately adjacent parcels. The downtown area has a substantial tax base which will continue 

to expand in the future and can provide dedicated proceeds in exchange for the benefi t of a downtown-serving park. 

In addition, HR&A and Hargreaves have analyzed the adjacent parcels and made a series of recommendations to 

City staff on harnessing this growth potential to create a Bayfront District, which could contain both residential and 

commercial development, referenced in the section on TIRZ proceeds to support park capital costs6. 

Corpus Christi has a Downtown Management District (DMD) that generates a special assessment of $0.30 per $100 

of assessed value for land and $0.07 per $100 of assessed value for improvements.  DMD leadership is currently 

considering an increase of this assessment to $0.35 per $100 of assessed value for land and the existing rate for 

improvements when the district is renewed in mid 20137. This assessment district is indicated as Area 1 in Figure 

5.  In the current boundary, the DMD performs public realm maintenance and event functions for the Downtown. A 

case could be made for the following:

6  Appendix G

7  Corpus Christi Downtown Management District staff
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 Downtown property should support the ongoing operation of the bayfront park since it will provide 

substantial benefi t to downtown property owners. 

 The district immediately adjacent to Destination Bayfront and south of the DMD (Area 2 seen in Figure 

5), which is not currently in the assessment district, benefi ts most substantially and therefore could be 

assessed to support ongoing activities within the park.

Figure 5: Park Assessment District

City staff and HR&A collaborated to project the potential to provide funds for the park from a special assessment 

in a new park district south of the current DMD adjacent to the bayfront, as well as an incremental assessment in 

the current DMD area. These funds would be available immediately upon creation of the district, though the funds 

available from them would likely increase faster than the rate of infl ation over time as a result of new development 

downtown and adjacent to the bayfront in particular.

HR&A met with the DMD and discussed the impact if an incremental assessment of 20% were placed on the 

projected 2013 DMD rate, increased by $.07 per $100 of assessed value for land and $0.01 per $100 of assessed 

value for improvements to $0.42 per $100 of assessed value for land and $0.08 per $100 of assessed value for 

improvements. The different areas indicated in Figure 5 would contribute different shares of the total accrued 

assessment to park operations and maintenance and DMD maintenance tasks, per these preliminary discussions.   

Figure 6 indicates the order-of-magnitude estimates for accrued funds within the current DMD boundary, in the 

new park assessment area, Area 2, and in the Bayfront District within the near term as a result of an assessment 
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at $0.42 per $100 of assessed value for land and $0.08 per $100 of assessed value for improvements.  HR&A 

found that properties within Area 1, the existing DMD, could contribute $60,000 to the park operations and 

maintenance annually assuming the contribution were solely 20% increment, which represents 17% of the new 

total area assessment. This assumes that the remaining accrued funds, those accrued at potential 2013 DMD 

rates, in Area 1 would be directed towards DMD operations. If the properties in Area 2 were to be assessed 

at the new rates ($0.42/$0.08), it would accrue $111,000. Of this total, 90% could be directed to the park, or 

$100,000, and the remaining share, $11,000 (10% of total), would be directed to DMD operations. Furthermore, 

based on conversations with local developers, HR&A has determined the contribution of planned residential and 

commercial development in the Bayfront District adjacent to the park, which includes 150 units of market rate 

multifamily housing and 30,000 square feet of retail space. HR&A assumes that 70% of this development would 

occur within Area 2, the new park assessment area.  If the new assessment rate were applied to these properties 

and 90 percent of the revenue generated only in Area 2 were given to park operations and maintenance, it could 

provide about $6,000 to park operations and maintenance. In the long term, assuming full buildout of the 

Bayfront District assessed in Appendix G, the portion of the district in Area 2, as seen in Figure 5, could contribute 

nearly $60,000 to the park annually.   

Fig ure 6: Special Park Assessment Contribution to Operations & Maintenance

Assessment Area Land Improvements

Expanded 
District:

Assessment Total

Percent to 
Park 

O&M
Share 

for Park*
Area 1 
(Current DMD) $166,000 $347,000 17% $59,000
Area 2 
(New Park Assessment 
Area) $79,000 $32,000 $111,000 90% $100,000
Bayfront District 
(New Development in Area 
2) $3,000 $4,000 $7,000 90% $6,000
Total $202,000 $465,000  $165,000

Assumes assessment rates of $0.42 per $100 of AV for land and $0.08 per $100 of AV for improvements.

Source: Conversations with DMD; Corpus Christi Planning Department; HR&A Analysis

Figure 7: Potential Sources of Ongoing Funds [Per Annum]

Earned Income Phase I Phase II 
Events, Rentals, etc. $60,000 $75,000 
Parking Revenue $90,000 $125,000 
Retail, Restaurant Net Income $50,000 $100,000 
Subtotal $200,000 $300,000 

Current City Funding Phase I Phase II 
Annual Mowing/Landscape Contract $40,000 $40,000 

Private Endowment ($15M Endowment) Phase I Phase II 
Proceeds from Endowment Interest $525,000 $525,000 

Special Assessment Phase I Phase II 

Special Park Assessment $165,000 $218,000 

Total O&M Funds $930,000 $1,083,000 
Source: HR&A Analysis

Comparing Figure 4, annual O&M budget, with Figure 7, annual O&M funding sources, would indicate a shortfall 

of 17% in Phase II, for which additional funding sources are to be determined.
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Figure 8: Annual Phase I and Phase II O&M Funding by Source of Valueg g y f

 

Source: HR&A Analysis

Additional Source of Funds

The City of Corpus Christi has established a Tax Increment Reinvestment Zone (TIRZ) in the City (seen in “Appendix 

G – Downtown TIRZ”), which accrues property tax proceeds from new development that occurs within it. While 

minimal funds have accrued in the TIRZ to date, additional funds will accrue as new development occurs and as 

existing property appreciates in value. On the other hand, these funds are likely to accrue over a longer term, since 

it is likely that the City will seek to provide exemptions, abatements and/or rebate grants to new development 

to encourage additional density in the downtown. The accrued TIRZ funds could be used toward park capital or 

operations and maintenance costs:

Park Capital Funding: TIRZ Bonds

HR&A reviewed two scenarios in which we assumed a baseline appreciation of 1% from 2012 to 2017, as indicated 

by market and economic feasibility study of the proposed Tax Increment Finance District (seen in Appendix G) 

conducted by CDS Spillette in 20088, as well as an additional 1% growth in the value of downtown property over and 

above anticipated appreciation, a conservative increment based on appreciation of park-adjacent property in other 

jurisdictions. If that incremental revenue, approximately $80,000 in 2017, were capitalized into a bond it would 

provide an additional $3 million over 20 years, as seen in the TIRZ analysis at the end of the following section. 

HR&A’s conservative assumption of a 1% increase in growth over and above baseline growth downtown would 

require only 35% buildout of the residential units recommended for the Bayfront District, representing approximately 

550 multifamily units9.   However, development of the Bayfront District may produce incremental taxes more slowly 

due to potential tax abatements (as incentives for development), and for the purpose of building a conservative 

estimation of capital funding sources, TIRZ bond proceeds are not an assumed contribution to Phase I.

Park Operations and Maintenance Funding: Annual TIRZ Contribution

Similarly, if the accrued (1%) incremental tax revenue within the TIRZ were contributed to park operations and 

maintenance annually, it could provide an additional $20,000 in the near term (2014) and as much as $150,000 by 

2020, assuming constant annual 2% growth in tax revenue.  This can be seen in the “Incremental Revenue” column 

in the TIRZ analysis at the end of the following section. 

8  CDS Spillette. “Market and Economic Feasibility Study: Tax Increment Finance District #3 Corpus Christi, Texas.” City of Corpus Christi  

 Economic Development Offi ce. August 2008.

9  An HR&A Analysis of the adjacent Bayfront District found that there is 2.3 million square feet of buildable area, of which there might  
 be 1,200 to 1,800 residential units and 150,000 to 450,000 of commercial development and public uses, and can be seen in 
 Appendix G.
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FINANCING DETAIL
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FINANCING DETAIL

SUMMARY OF CAPITAL AND OPERATIONS & MAINTENANCE (O&M) BUDGETS
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CAPITAL BUDGET DETAIL
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*The Phase 2 O&M budget will be balanced before this phase of work is initiated and before any additional staffi ng or programming 

efforts are put in place.  The O&M budget will be balanced by additional revenues or reduction of expenses.
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OPERATIONS AND MAINTENANCE BUDGET DETAIL

*The Phase 2 O&M budget will be balanced before this phase of work is initiated and before any additional staffi ng or programming 

efforts are put in place.  The O&M budget will be balanced by additional revenues or reduction of expenses.
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APPENDIX A 
CONTRACT DELIVERABLES

The following work has been performed as part of the Bayfront Development Plan Phase 3 Contract. 

The items below were included in presentations made to the Destination Bayfront Executive Committee, City Staff, and the 

Community over the course of 2012, and have all contributed to the development of the fi nal Schematic Design and Master 

Implementation Plan.  All presentations and interim documents have been delivered to the City in PDF form.

• Site Analysis – Urban Context, Environment, Economic Redevelopment Opportunities (key items also attached here,  

 as Appendix A)

• Shoreline Boulevard Coordination and Design Input (key items also attached here, in Design Summary)

• South Central Development Plan Coordination

• Central Business District Plan Coordination

• Programming Precedent Studies; validation and prioritization of PPS “Placemaking at Destination Bayfront” 

• Park Naming Plan

• Preliminary Operations & Maintenance Budgets

• Preliminary Order of Magnitude Cost Estimates and 50% Schematic Design Cost Estimate

• Preliminary Capital Funding and Revenue Plans

• Preliminary Coordination with Army Corps of Engineers

• Meetings with Focus Groups, Stakeholders, City Departments, City Offi cials, Public Agencies and the  

 Community

The following fi nal contract deliverables are included in this book:

• Project Narrative

• Illustrative Concept Design Site Plan 

• Perspective Renderings of Park Areas, Buildings and Special Features

• Construction Cost Estimate

• Phasing Plan

• Programming Plan 

• Maintenance Plan

• Governance / Organizational Plan 

• Operations and Maintenance Budgets 

• Financing Plan (Funding and Revenue Plans)

The following fi nal contract deliverables have been provided to the City under separate cover:

• 100% Schematic Design Drawings

• 100% Schematic Design Technical Narratives (Site Engineering and Permitting, Building  Engineering, and

 Sustainable Opportunities Assessment)

• 100% Schematic Design Cost Estimate (also attached as an Appendix)

• Fly-through Animation
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CORPUS CHRISTI WATERFRONT ACTIVITIES AND OPPORTUNITIES

Cole Park Marina Convention Center and Arena/ 

Museums

Aquarium/ 

USS Lexington
Whataburger 

Field

Chaparral St. 

Retail District

Historic Shopping 

District

Area within 20 

minute walk

Destination 

Bayfront

APPENDIX B
CONCEPTUAL DESIGN AND PLANNING STUDIES
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EXISTING AND POTENTIAL WATERFRONT CONNECTIONS

Marina Possible Future Route 

to Port Aransas

Existing Harbor 

Ferry Route

Aquarium and 

USS Lexington

Potential 

Connection to 

Destination Bayfront
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BUS ROUTES

20 Minute Walk 

from Site

Staples Street 

Bus Depot
Possible Future Route 

to Port Aransas

Bus Connections to 

Convention Center 

and Museums

7 BUS ROUTES 

WITHIN 3 BLOCKS 

OF PARK

CAPITALIZE ON 

SHORELINE BLVD. 

DROPOFFS

Aquarium, 

USS Lexington, 

North Beach

Bus Connections 

to Texas A&M and 

Naval Air Station

Bus Connections to 

Southern Residential 

Areas
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VEHICULAR CONNECTIONS

LOGICAL ARRIVAL 

POINTS AT NORTH AND 

SOUTH ENDS OF SITE 

AND KINNEY STREET

TX-544 SPUR

I37:

San Antonio (2hrs)

Austin (3.5hrs)

Houston (3.5hrs)

181:

Residents from Portland 

and Ingleside

Realigned Shoreline 

Boulevard
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PEDESTRIAN CONNECTIONS

20 Minute Walk 

from Site

10 Minute Walk 

to Cole Park

30-40 Minute Walk 

to Convention Center 

and Museums

15 Minute Walk to 

Chaparral St. Retail 

District

2 Minute Walk 

to Bay Vista 

Apartments
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EXISTING WATERFRONT CONTEXT
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WATERFRONT OPPORTUNITIES AND CONSTRAINTS
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Events in the Park will be overseen by a Programming Director with support from an Events Coordinator position.  The 

Programming Director will oversee events and programming in the Park.  The Programming Director will report to the Park 

Director and to a Programming Committee.  Destination Bayfront will contract with outside producers for larger events and 

programs and develop and implement smaller and ongoing programs in-house.  This plan assumes that Destination Bayfront 

will be contract with an outside public relations fi rm for marketing services. The Programming Director will supervise the 

Events Coordinator and will have access to an Administrative Assistant.  

Project Director 

The role of the Project Director is to coordinate all design and construction projects of the Destination Bayfront Capital 

Improvements (Project) for the city of Corpus Christi and the non-profi t Destination Bayfront, ensuring that is the Project 

or each phase of the Project is delivered on time, within the budget and that it meets the requirements of the approved 

scope and all federal, county and city regulatory agency requirements. The Project Director may work directly for the City, 

or Destination Bayfront, depending on the desired focus of the position.  S/he will report directly to the Client Group, 

including City staff and leaders of Destination Bayfront. S/he will ensure effective communication between, and coordination 

of the Client Group, consultants, construction manager and all key stakeholders throughout all design, procurement and 

implementation stages to completion and project closeout. S/he will manage the project presenting project designs with 

estimated cost options and recommendations for approval focusing on time, cost, risks, value for money and on-going 

management, maintenance and operations implications.   The Project Director will manage all aspects of capital projects 

including design review, consultant coordination, cost estimating, and construction coordination/oversight.  The Project 

Director may also work with a City-appointed Project Manager who covers the day-to-day tasks associated with the effort.

Essential Functions:

Project Direction

• Establishes programming, design, schedule and budgetary goals in collaboration with Client Group

• Responsible for the overall proactive management and direction of the Project to ensure that it 

meets established goals.  

• Primary liaison between the Prime Project Consultant and Client Group.  

• Serves as the public face of the project.  Interacts extensively with the Client Group, other 

county agencies, city staff, as well as with citizens and advocacy groups including neighborhood 

associations, boards and commissions, Park user groups, and individual and any other key 

stakeholder groups.

• Implements consultant prepared funding plan; prepares applications for public and private grants 

and helps Client Group coordinate private fund-raising efforts.

Project Management – Planning and Design 

• Plans, organizes, coordinates, and proactively oversees design, review, bidding and construction for 

all phased capital projects. Establishes a critical path schedule, priorities; coordinates scheduling, 

design and communication with the Prime Consultant. 

• Ensures that environmental and sustainable design practices, consistent with the overall goals of 

the Project and the city are included in project designs; may provide research of best practices in 

this area, including evaluating the work of other local and national parks/institutions. 

• Investigates and takes appropriate action in response to internal or public comments.  Ensures 

comments are integrated into design.

• Keeps the Client Group informed concerning project progress, including design issues, budget, 

scheduling, funding, operations & maintenance; identifi es potential problems and provides 

recommendations for ways of addressing problems.

APPENDIX C
KEY PARK MANAGEMENT JOB DESCRIPTIONS
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• Perform other duties as required in the scope of the job as designated by the Client Group.  

• Attends meetings and presents project updates as needed. 

Project Management – Bid and Construction

• Oversees preparation of project construction budget;  provides analysis and evaluates costs of 

design or construction features; develops bidding procedures and requirements; regularly reviews 

and monitors construction budget;  provides monthly project regular updates. Prepares monthly 

project reports, maintains related records and fi les; distributes to Client Group.  Ensure bid 

documents meet city specifi cations, provides initial bid review and coordinates fi nal bid review and 

award.  

• Coordinates ongoing construction administration services. 

• Requirements:

• Professional Bachelor’s or Master’s degree in landscape architecture or architecture and minimum 

5 -7 years experience overseeing complex park or public  design and construction projects.

• Experience in public sector budgeting and construction.

• Thorough knowledge of principles, practices, and methods of site design and construction, park 

design, development, architecture, natural resource management, facility design and management, 

and an understanding of maintenance needs.

• Thorough knowledge of design, consultant coordination, estimating, planning and project 

administration.

• Ability to read, evaluate, and analyze construction documents including specifi cations, document 

sets and cost estimates.

• Thorough knowledge of construction practices, methods and techniques and ability to direct 

consultants and coordinate construction activities with construction managers or construction 

supervisors.

• Ability to communicate effectively on behalf of the Client Group to the public, staff, elected offi cials, 

boards and commissions, both orally and in writing and to prepare clear and concise reports of a 

technical nature. 

• Ability to concisely summarize and present complex issues to City staff, Board, donors and or any 

other professional or non-professional group as required.   Ability to communicate and coordinate 

with city staff to coordinate and integrate the various needs of the project.

• Ability to maintain records accurately and effectively.

• Well organized and able to think critically. 

• Ability to maintain effective working relationships with other employees, contractors, design 

professionals, private institutions, city and state organizations, and the general public. Ability to 

establish and maintain an effective project records to document all decision-making throughout 

design and construction phases of capital projects. 

• Thorough knowledge of computers and the ability to use word processing, databases, spreadsheets, 

and computer assisted design software.  

Programming Director   

The Programming Director will report to the Park Director and to the Programming Committee, which includes 

representatives of Destination Bayfront Board, the park’s vendors, Development, Marketing team and stakeholders from 

surrounding communities.  The Programming Director will oversee contracted outside producers for larger events and 

programs and handle smaller and ongoing programs in-house.

The goal is a creative mix of programming that encourages daily use of the park and highlights Corpus Christi’s recreational 

and arts talent. The range of programming and events that Destination Bayfront is exploring includes:

• Small-scale daily or weekly activities or programs (recreational, artistic or musical) targeted to 

nearby residents, workers, convention/sports visitors and families generally to be overseen directly 

by Destination Bayfront.

• Concerts at the outdoor stage (audience capacity is 5,000 max sitting on grass) primarily produced 
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by outside entities

• Markets produced by an outside market manager

• Unique sporting events 

• Seasonal community festivals

• Visual and performing arts programs focused on local art talent

• Venue rentals for private parties, receptions, weddings and other events

Essential Functions:

The Conservancy staff will be small and entrepreneurial.  The Programming Director will oversee the work of an Event 

Coordinator and will have access to an Administrative Assistant.  There will be set-up assistance on-site from the 

Conservancy’s small fi eld staff.

Required Experience

• College degree.

• Minimum of fi ve to eight years experience with events and programming of outdoor spaces, 

preferably in an urban or downtown environment 

• Experience managing staff and a programming/event budget

• Experience identifying and contracting with event vendors and producers

Desired Experience

• Experience with ongoing management of public spaces, including public parks and plazas

• Experience overseeing venue rentals and event proposal review

• Experience with securing funding sponsorships and partnerships for events and programming

• Experience with creating and implementing a varied public events program

• Knowledge of and familiarity with Corpus Christi arts and cultural network/institutions

• Knowledge of arts and cultural events funding programs 

• Experience working with public relations consultants, media sponsors / advertisers.

Primary Responsibilities

• Coordinate the work of the Programming Committee, including organization of four programming 

seasons each year and management of a seasonal proposal process for events and programs by 

produced by outside entities

• Oversee programming staff (Event Coordinator and Administrative Assistant)

• Develop and manage the programming budget (with Park Director)

• Oversee the work of the marketing team, which is contracted to an outside public relations fi rm. 

The marketing team will: 

• Manage the Destination Bayfront website and event calendar, including coordinating with 

park vendors

• Publish a weekly email newsletter for a growing list of subscribers

• Develop Destination Bayfront’s social media presence on Facebook, Twitter, Flickr, and 

other evolving social media platforms

• Produce periodic printed collateral promoting the park and its events

• Secure media sponsorships and fulfi ll sponsorship commitments 

• Coordinate with outside event and programming producers and vendors

• Oversee production and logistics of Destination Bayfront’s own small-scale events and programs

• Oversee the process of documenting, evaluating and reporting on Destination Bayfront programs 

to ensure their effectiveness and continued improvement. 

• Work with the Development Director on obtaining and fulfi lling commitments for funding and 

media sponsorships of various events and programs.
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Skills

• Profi ciency with Word, Excel, PowerPoint  

• General familiarity with technical requirements of event production – security, crowd control, A/V, 

ticket sales, parking/load-in issues, site set-up, etc. (Note that the Event Coordinator will have 

primary responsibility for some of these items)

• Able to work with graphic designers on maps, brochures and other materials

• Able to oversee production of sponsorship and media packages

• Able to participate effectively in meetings to secure sponsorships and partnerships

Event Coordinator 

The Event Coordinator will report to the Programming Director.  The Event Coordinator will focus on overseeing 

contracted outside producers for larger events and programs and assist the Programming Director on handling 

smaller and ongoing programs in-house.

The goal is a creative mix of programming that encourages daily use of the park and highlights Corpus Christi’s 

recreational and arts talent. The range of programming and events that Destination Bayfront is exploring 

includes:

• Small-scale daily or weekly activities or programs (recreational, artistic or musical) targeted to 

nearby residents, workers, convention/sports visitors and families generally to be overseen directly 

by Destination Bayfront.

• Concerts at the outdoor stage primarily produced by outside entities

• Markets produced by an outside market manager

• Unique sporting events 

• Seasonal community festivals

• Visual and performing arts programs focused on local art talent

• Venue rentals for private parties, receptions, weddings and other events

Essential Functions:

The Conservancy staff will be small and entrepreneurial.  The Event Coordinator will have access to an 

Administrative Assistant.  There will be set-up assistance on-site from the Conservancy’s small fi eld staff.

Required Experience

• Minimum of three to fi ve years experience with events and programming of outdoor spaces, 

preferably in an urban or downtown environment

• Experience with sound, lighting, and event logistics

• Experience with site supervision of both in-house and outside event sponsors, vendors and 

producers

Desired Experience

• Experience with management of public spaces, including public parks and plazas

• Experience with site management of events and public programs

• Experience with all aspect of event coordination, event logistics, security, set-up, take-down, etc. 

• Experience with logistical needs of a varied public events program

• Knowledge of and familiarity with Corpus Christi arts and cultural network/institutions

• Knowledge of arts and cultural events logistical needs 

• Experience working with sound, lighting, artistic, security, issues.
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Primary Responsibilities

• On-site coordination of park events/programs

• Manage the Venue License Process including inquires, applications, site visits and contracts 

• Planning, site supervision and management of park events/programs

• Technical coordination of all park events/programs

• Coordinate with Operations Director concerning small event set-up work by fi eld staff and also 

concerning scheduling/activities of Park Ambassadors

• Coordinate technical and logistical needs with outside event and programming producers and 

vendors

• Oversee production and logistics of Conservancy’s own small-scale events and programs.

Skills

• Good organizational and planning skills

• Ability to work with a wide cross-section of artists and event sponsors 

• Profi ciency with Word, Excel, and ability to learn scheduling and mapping software  

• Thorough knowledge of the technical requirements of event production – security, crowd control, 

A/V, ticket sales, parking/load-in issues, site set-up, etc. 

• Able to problem solve

• Oversee the on-site production of public space events/programs

• Participate in meetings to organize and plan all park events with event staff, sponsors, security 

personnel. 
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Promenade 2.83 Acres
TASK QTY UNIT UNIT ONCE ONCE ANNUAL TOTAL TOTAL COMMENTS

(min) (min) (hours) FREQ. HOURS HOURS

Gardens 192 Annual hours/acre
Remove litter 2 msf 10 18 0.3 104 32 15% of an acre, 2x/week
Weed/ invasive species control, removal
andmonitor

1 msf 60 67 1.1 12 13 10% of an acre

Seasonal cleanup & prep 6 msf 120 739 12.3 2 25
50% of an acre; includes: major pruning, seasonal cutbacks,
removing seasonal debris; done in spring and fall

Gardenmaintenance 3 msf 60 185 3.1 16 49
25% of an acre. Including: deadheading, minor pruning, bulbs
cutback, spot watering; biweekly from April to October

Plant replacement 1 msf 300 336 5.6 1 6 10% of an acre; done in spring
Soil Testing 3 msf 30 92 1.5 2 3 25% of an acre, done prior to fertilizing
Fertilizer Application 6 msf 45 277 4.6 2 9 50% of an acre, 2 applications: spring, fall
Top dress soil and/or mulch 6 msf 90 554 9.2 2 18 50% of an acre; done in spring and fall

Erosion control/repair allow 21
Includes removal of sediment from adjacent pathways after
storm event; only applicable to Landforms and Dune Grasses

Inspection 1 msf 30 34 0.6 16 9 10% of an acre, biweekly from April to October

Irrigation maintenance allow 7
Inspect/repair/replace quick couplers/drip irrigation.
Drain/clean/maintain/adjust schedules for each zone;
Winterize/spring start up, 100% of planted areas

Trees 120 Annual hours/tree

Tree pruning: hand 30 each 30 900 15.0 2 30
25% of total trees by hand with extension pole pruners and
saws

Tree Pruning: aerial bucket truck allow 25
Upper branches on larger trees that require an aerial bucket
truck

Tree spot watering 12 each 10 120 2.0 10 20 10% of total trees
Tree inspection 30 each 20 600 10.0 4 40 25% of total trees
Tree fertilizer application 30 each 10 300 5.0 1 5 25% of total trees, 1 application in spring

Paved Areas 233 Annual hours/acre
Remove litter 7 msf 3 22 0.4 365 132 15% of an acre; daily
Blow debris w/backpack blower 4 msf 5 22 0.4 52 19 10% of an acre; weekly
Powerwashing 12 msf 30 366 6.1 12 73 25% of an acre; monthly

Hardscape maintenance 4 msf 60 266 4.4 2 9 10% of an acre; includes repair and renovation when necessary

APPENDIX D
ESTIMATED MAINTENANCE AND TASK HOURS BY PARK AREA
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Promenade 2.83 Acres
TASK QTY UNIT UNIT ONCE ONCE ANNUAL TOTAL TOTAL COMMENTS

(min) (min) (hours) FREQ. HOURS HOURS

Deck Areas 590 Annual hours/acre
Remove litter 10 msf 3 30 0.5 365 183 15% of an acre; daily
Blow debris w/backpack blower 6 msf 5 31 0.5 52 27 10% of an acre
Powerwashing 17 msf 30 508 8.5 26 220 25% of an acre; biweekly

Deck maintenance 6 msf 60 370 6.2 26 160
10% of an acre, includes regular inspection, deck maintenance,
and structural maintenance

Structures 50
Remove litter allow 13 Includes litter removal frommetal screens

Powerwashing 3 msf 30 96 1.6 18 29
25% of an acre; biweekly during March, May October, monthly
rest of the year

Structure maintenance allow 9 0

Furnishing, Signage, Lighting, Amenities 506
Empty Trashcans 2 can 3 6 0.1 365 37 Daily
Trashcan maintenance 1 can 30 30 0.5 12 6 Wash down, repaint, routine checkups; monthly
Empty Recycle Bins 2 can 3 6 0.1 365 37 Daily
Recycle Bins maintenance 1 can 30 30 0.5 12 6 Wash down, repaint, routine checkups; monthly
Drinking fountains cleaning 3 each 3 9 0.2 52 8 Weekly cleaning
Drinking fountains maintenance 3 each 15 45 0.8 12 9 Monthly checkup, maintenance, and repair

Catch basin inspection andmaintenance
(Routine)

11 basin 20 226 3.8 12 45
Assumes 4 basins per acre. Tasks include: regular inspection to
keep drain grates clear of debris; This task can be integrated
into cleanup following mowing/raking/and trimming activities

Catch basin inspection andmaintenance
(Semi Annual)

6 basin 60 340 5.7 2 11
Assumes 2 basins per acre. Semi annual inspections and
cleaning to remove debris and sediment, will occur in the
spring and fall and possibly after a large storm event

Temporary signage 17 each 10 170 2.8 10 28
Assumes 6 signs per acre; includes installation, cleaning,
maintenance, and removal

Temporary fence mlf 10 0 0.0 24 0
Install/maintain temporary fencing, assume 2,000 lf/acre.
Applicable in Lawns and Landforms areas only.

Fence maintenance clf 20 0 0.0 12 0 10%. Repair, paint, maintenance, etc.
Handrail cleaning 0.6 clf 10 6 0.1 26 3 15%. Biweekly; wipe down, gum/graffiti removal, etc.
Handrail maintenance 0.4 clf 20 8 0.1 12 2 10%. Monthly; check for connection, repaint, etc.
Guardrail cleaning 0.6 clf 15 9 0.2 26 4 15%. Biweekly; wipe down, gum/graffiti removal, etc.
Guardrail maintenance 0.4 clf 30 12 0.2 12 2 10%. Monthly; check for connection, repaint, etc.

Retaining wall/curbs/edging cleaning clf 10 0 0.0 26 0
15%. Biweekly; includes: powerwashing, graffiti and gum
removal

Retaining wall/curbs/edgingmaintenance clf 45 0 0.0 12 0 10%. Monthly; includes: repair, resealing, etc.

Lighting cleaning 11 each 15 165 2.8 26 72
15%. Includes: cleaning, removing debris trapped under cover,
wiping down lens covers

Lighting maintenance 7 each 30 210 3.5 12 42 10%. Includes: inspection, replacement, repairs
Furnishing cleaning 2 each 15 30 0.5 26 13 15%. Biweekly; includes: benches, bike racks, signages
Furnishing inspection, maintenance, and
minor repair

1 each 30 30 0.5 12 6 10%. Monthly; includes: benches, bike racks, signages

Linear bench cleaning 1.5 clf 15 23 0.4 26 10 20%; biweekly
Linear bench maintenance 0.7 clf 30 21 0.4 12 4 10%; monthly
Graffiti removal allow 50 Includes gum and graffit removal
Artwork scheduled cleaning allow 25 Annual cleaning and routine maintenance
Rodent, bird and pest control 7 msf 15 101 1.7 52 88 5% of an acre

Restroom 568 Annual hours/unit
Inspection and restocking 1 each 5 5 0.1 730 61 2x/day, in addition to cleaning

Clean andmaintain restroom 1 each 45 45 0.8 610 458
2x/day during peak season, 2x/day during shoulder season,
1x/day during off peak season

Structure maintenance allow 50
Includes plumbing, lighting, structure, etc. maintenance and
repairs

Total 2,260
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Zocalo 0.36 Acre
TASK QTY UNIT UNIT ONCE ONCE ANNUAL TOTAL TOTAL COMMENTS

(min) (min) (hours) FREQ. HOURS HOURS

Structures 63
Remove litter allow 16 Includes litter removal frommetal screens

Powerwashing 4 msf 30 119 2.0 18 36
25% of an acre; biweekly during March, May October, monthly
rest of the year

Structure maintenance allow 11 0

Furnishing, Signage, Lighting, Amenities 60
Empty Trashcans can 3 0 0.0 365 0 Daily
Trashcan maintenance can 30 0 0.0 12 0 Wash down, repaint, routine checkups; monthly
Empty Recycle Bins can 3 0 0.0 365 0 Daily
Recycle Bins maintenance can 30 0 0.0 12 0 Wash down, repaint, routine checkups; monthly
Drinking fountains cleaning each 3 0 0.0 52 0 Weekly cleaning
Drinking fountains maintenance each 15 0 0.0 12 0 Monthly checkup, maintenance, and repair

Catch basin inspection andmaintenance
(Routine)

1 basin 20 29 0.5 12 6
Assumes 4 basins per acre. Tasks include: regular inspection to
keep drain grates clear of debris; This task can be integrated
into cleanup following mowing/raking/and trimming activities

Catch basin inspection andmaintenance
(Semi Annual)

1 basin 60 43 0.7 2 1
Assumes 2 basins per acre. Semi annual inspections and
cleaning to remove debris and sediment, will occur in the
spring and fall and possibly after a large storm event

Temporary signage 2 each 10 22 0.4 10 4
Assumes 6 signs per acre; includes installation, cleaning,
maintenance, and removal

Temporary fence mlf 10 0 0.0 24 0
Install/maintain temporary fencing, assume 2,000 lf/acre.
Applicable in Lawns and Landforms areas only.

Fence maintenance clf 20 0 0.0 12 0 10%. Repair, paint, maintenance, etc.
Handrail cleaning clf 10 0 0.0 26 0 15%. Biweekly; wipe down, gum/graffiti removal, etc.
Handrail maintenance clf 20 0 0.0 12 0 10%. Monthly; check for connection, repaint, etc.
Guardrail cleaning clf 15 0 0.0 26 0 15%. Biweekly; wipe down, gum/graffiti removal, etc.
Guardrail maintenance clf 30 0 0.0 12 0 10%. Monthly; check for connection, repaint, etc.

Retaining wall/curbs/edging cleaning clf 10 0 0.0 26 0
15%. Biweekly; includes: powerwashing, graffiti and gum
removal

Retaining wall/curbs/edgingmaintenance clf 45 0 0.0 12 0 10%. Monthly; includes: repair, resealing, etc.

Lighting cleaning each 15 0 0.0 26 0
15%. Includes: cleaning, removing debris trapped under cover,
wiping down lens covers

Lighting maintenance each 30 0 0.0 12 0 10%. Includes: inspection, replacement, repairs
Furnishing cleaning each 15 0 0.0 26 0 15%. Biweekly; includes: benches, bike racks, signages
Furnishing inspection, maintenance, and
minor repair

each 30 0 0.0 12 0 10%. Monthly; includes: benches, bike racks, signages

Linear bench cleaning clf 15 0 0.0 26 0 20%; biweekly
Linear bench maintenance clf 30 0 0.0 12 0 10%; monthly
Graffiti removal allow 25 Includes gum and graffit removal
Artwork scheduled cleaning allow 15 Annual cleaning and routine maintenance
Rodent, bird and pest control 1 msf 15 11 0.2 52 9 5% of an acre

Restroom 568 Annual hours/unit
Inspection and restocking 1 each 5 5 0.1 730 61 2x/day, in addition to cleaning

Clean andmaintain restroom 1 each 45 45 0.8 610 458
2x/day during peak season, 2x/day during shoulder season,
1x/day during off peak season

Structure maintenance allow 50
Includes plumbing, lighting, structure, etc. maintenance and
repairs

Total 691
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Family Area 3.76 Acres
TASK QTY UNIT UNIT ONCE ONCE ANNUAL TOTAL TOTAL COMMENTS

(min) (min) (hours) FREQ. HOURS HOURS

Lawns 198 Annual hours/acre
Remove litter 3 msf 3 8 0.1 260 36 10% of an acre; 5x/week
Blow debris w/backpack blower 3 msf 5 14 0.2 52 12 10% of areas; 1x/week
Mow turf (open area) 26 msf 3 78 1.3 38 49 Toro Groundmaster, 85% of an acre
Mowwalking/trim 5 msf 9 41 0.7 38 26 20" push mower or trimmer, 15% of an acre
Top dress soil and/or mulch 15 msf 30 462 7.7 1 8 50% of an acre
Soil Test/Evaluation 5 msf 20 91 1.5 1 2 15% of an acre, done prior to fertilization
Turf fertilization 15 msf 30 462 7.7 2 15 50% of an acre
Seasonal turf renovation 15 msf 30 462 7.7 1 8 50% of an acre, thatch, aerate, seed; in spring

Weed control 3 msf 15 42 0.7 18 13
Monthly and twice a month during heavy growing season, 10%
of an acre

Fall leaf removal 8 msf 15 116 1.9 6 12 25% of an acre

Irrigation maintenance allow 18
Inspect/repair/replace quick couplers/drip irrigation.
Drain/clean/maintain/adjust schedules for each zone;
Winterize/spring start up, 100% of planted areas

Lawns Sports 858 Annual hours/acre

Maintenance 7 msf 150 990 16.5 52 858
100% of an acre; weekly maintenance. Includes weekly
mowing, aerations (3 4x), grooming, cleaning/litter removal,
weed control, renovation, etc.

Lawns Landforms 192 Annual hours/acre
Remove litter 2 msf 3 5 0.1 260 21 10% of an acre; 5x/week
Blow debris w/backpack blower 2 msf 5 8 0.1 52 7 10% of areas; 1x/week
Enhanced landscape turf mowing 15 msf 5 74 1.2 38 47 SlopeMower, 85% of an acre
Mowwalking/trim 3 msf 9 23 0.4 38 15 20" push mower or trimmer, 15% of an acre
Top dress soil and/or mulch 13 msf 30 396 6.6 1 7 75% of an acre
Soil Test/Evaluation 3 msf 20 52 0.9 1 1 15% of an acre, done prior to fertilization
Turf fertilization 4 msf 30 132 2.2 2 4 25% of an acre
Seasonal turf renovation 4 msf 30 132 2.2 1 2 25% of an acre, thatch, aerate, seed

Weed control 2 msf 15 24 0.4 18 7
Monthly and twice a month during heavy growing season, 10%
of an acre

Fall leaf removal 3 msf 15 39 0.7 2 1 15% of an acre

Erosion control/repair allow 30
Includes removal of sediment from adjacent pathways after
storm event

Inspect andmaintain MSE Systems allow 40
Includes inspection/ repair of soil structural support system i.e.
wire baskets, geotextiles or wall facing panels

Irrigation maintenance allow 10
Inspect/repair/replace quick couplers/drip irrigation.
Drain/clean/maintain/adjust schedules for each zone;
Winterize/spring start up, 100% of planted areas

Gardens 240 Annual hours/acre
Remove litter 2 msf 10 23 0.4 104 39 15% of an acre, 2x/week
Weed/ invasive species control, removal
andmonitor

1 msf 60 84 1.4 12 17 10% of an acre

Seasonal cleanup & prep 8 msf 120 924 15.4 2 31
50% of an acre; includes: major pruning, seasonal cutbacks,
removing seasonal debris; done in spring and fall

Gardenmaintenance 4 msf 60 231 3.9 16 62
25% of an acre. Including: deadheading, minor pruning, bulbs
cutback, spot watering; biweekly from April to October

Plant replacement 1 msf 300 420 7.0 1 7 10% of an acre; done in spring
Soil Testing 4 msf 30 116 1.9 2 4 25% of an acre, done prior to fertilizing
Fertilizer Application 8 msf 45 347 5.8 2 12 50% of an acre, 2 applications: spring, fall
Top dress soil and/or mulch 8 msf 90 693 11.6 2 23 50% of an acre; done in spring and fall

Erosion control/repair allow 26
Includes removal of sediment from adjacent pathways after
storm event; only applicable to Landforms and Dune Grasses

Inspection 1 msf 30 42 0.7 16 11 10% of an acre, biweekly from April to October

Irrigation maintenance allow 9
Inspect/repair/replace quick couplers/drip irrigation.
Drain/clean/maintain/adjust schedules for each zone;
Winterize/spring start up, 100% of planted areas

Trees 249 Annual hours/tree

Tree pruning: hand 63 each 30 1,890 31.5 2 63
25% of total trees by hand with extension pole pruners and
saws

Tree Pruning: aerial bucket truck allow 50
Upper branches on larger trees that require an aerial bucket
truck

Tree spot watering 25 each 10 250 4.2 10 42 10% of total trees
Tree inspection 63 each 20 1,260 21.0 4 84 25% of total trees
Tree fertilizer application 63 each 10 630 10.5 1 11 25% of total trees, 1 application in spring

Paved Areas 241 Annual hours/acre
Remove litter 7 msf 3 22 0.4 365 136 15% of an acre; daily
Blow debris w/backpack blower 5 msf 5 23 0.4 52 20 10% of an acre; weekly
Powerwashing 13 msf 30 380 6.3 12 76 25% of an acre; monthly

Hardscape maintenance 5 msf 60 276 4.6 2 9 10% of an acre; includes repair and renovation when necessary

Decomposed Granite Areas 81 Annual hours/acre
Remove litter 3 msf 3 9 0.1 260 37 10% of an acre; 5x/week

DGwet down/ hose down 16 msf 10 156 2.6 8 21
50% of an acre; light misting of water over decomposed granite
areas, as needed from June to August

DGminor repair/maintenance 3 msf 20 57 0.9 12 11 10% of an acre; occasional raking and spot leveling
DGmajor renovation 8 msf 90 703 11.7 1 12 25% of an acre, filling, leveling, and renovation
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Family Area 3.76 Acres
TASK QTY UNIT UNIT ONCE ONCE ANNUAL TOTAL TOTAL COMMENTS

(min) (min) (hours) FREQ. HOURS HOURS

Decomposed Granite Areas Sports 229 Annual hours/acre

Maintenance 2 msf 30 53 0.9 260 229

100% of an acre; daily. Maintenance includes: cleaning/litter
removal, raking and spot leveling, occasional minor repair and
major renovation, and wet down during hot days. Done
5x/week: M, W, F, Sa, Su.

Deck Areas 42 Annual hours/acre
Remove litter 0.7 msf 3 2 0.0 365 13 15% of an acre; daily
Blow debris w/backpack blower 0.4 msf 5 2 0.0 52 2 10% of an acre
Powerwashing 1.2 msf 30 36 0.6 26 16 25% of an acre; biweekly

Deck maintenance 0.4 msf 60 26 0.4 26 11
10% of an acre, includes regular inspection, deck maintenance,
and structural maintenance

Play Areas 50 Annual hours/acre
Remove litter msf 3 0 0.0 260 0 15% of an acre; 5x/week

Play area cleaning msf 30 0 0.0 12 0
25% of an acre. Includes: play surface, fences, play equipment,
etc.

Play area inspection andmaintenance msf 90 0 0.0 12 0
15% of an acre. Includes: play surface, fences, play equipment,
etc.

Play equipment inspection and
maintenance

allow 50
Additional hours for maintenance and repairs; includes adult
exercise equipment

Structures 54
Remove litter allow 14 Includes litter removal frommetal screens

Powerwashing 3 msf 30 102 1.7 18 31
25% of an acre; biweekly during March, May October, monthly
rest of the year

Structure maintenance allow 9 0

Furnishing, Signage, Lighting, Amenities 510
Empty Trashcans 2 can 3 6 0.1 365 37 Daily
Trashcan maintenance 1 can 30 30 0.5 12 6 Wash down, repaint, routine checkups; monthly
Empty Recycle Bins 2 can 3 6 0.1 365 37 Daily
Recycle Bins maintenance 1 can 30 30 0.5 12 6 Wash down, repaint, routine checkups; monthly
Drinking fountains cleaning 1 each 3 3 0.1 52 3 Weekly cleaning
Drinking fountains maintenance 1 each 15 15 0.3 12 3 Monthly checkup, maintenance, and repair

Catch basin inspection andmaintenance
(Routine)

15 basin 20 301 5.0 12 60
Assumes 4 basins per acre. Tasks include: regular inspection to
keep drain grates clear of debris; This task can be integrated
into cleanup following mowing/raking/and trimming activities

Catch basin inspection andmaintenance
(Semi Annual)

8 basin 60 451 7.5 2 15
Assumes 2 basins per acre. Semi annual inspections and
cleaning to remove debris and sediment, will occur in the spring
and fall and possibly after a large storm event

Temporary signage 23 each 10 226 3.8 10 38
Assumes 6 signs per acre; includes installation, cleaning,
maintenance, and removal

Temporary fence 3 mlf 10 25 0.4 24 10
Install/maintain temporary fencing, assume 2,000 lf/acre.
Applicable in Lawns and Landforms areas only.

Fence maintenance 1 clf 20 20 0.3 12 4 10%. Repair, paint, maintenance, etc.
Handrail cleaning clf 10 0 0.0 26 0 15%. Biweekly; wipe down, gum/graffiti removal, etc.
Handrail maintenance clf 20 0 0.0 12 0 10%. Monthly; check for connection, repaint, etc.
Guardrail cleaning clf 15 0 0.0 26 0 15%. Biweekly; wipe down, gum/graffiti removal, etc.
Guardrail maintenance clf 30 0 0.0 12 0 10%. Monthly; check for connection, repaint, etc.

Retaining wall/curbs/edging cleaning 0.6 clf 10 6 0.1 26 3
15%. Biweekly; includes: powerwashing, graffiti and gum
removal

Retaining wall/curbs/edgingmaintenance 0.4 clf 45 18 0.3 12 4 10%. Monthly; includes: repair, resealing, etc.

Lighting cleaning 8 each 15 120 2.0 26 52
15%. Includes: cleaning, removing debris trapped under cover,
wiping down lens covers

Lighting maintenance 5 each 30 150 2.5 12 30 10%. Includes: inspection, replacement, repairs
Furnishing cleaning 3 each 15 45 0.8 26 20 15%. Biweekly; includes: benches, bike racks, signages
Furnishing inspection, maintenance, and
minor repair

2 each 30 60 1.0 12 12 10%. Monthly; includes: benches, bike racks, signages

Linear bench cleaning clf 15 0 0.0 26 0 20%; biweekly
Linear bench maintenance clf 30 0 0.0 12 0 10%; monthly
Graffiti removal allow 50 Includes gum and graffit removal
Artwork scheduled cleaning allow 25 Annual cleaning and routine maintenance
Rodent, bird and pest control 8 msf 15 113 1.9 52 98 5% of an acre

Water Features/ Fountains 300 Annual hours/unit
Basic cleaning allow 100 Includes cleaning filter, basket strainers, etc.

Maintenance allow 50
Includes inspections, refilling chemicals, draining, refilling,
changing out UV bulbs, pump replacement, etc.

Daily monitor allow 100 Daily monitoring and logging
Seasonal maintenance allow 50 0

Total 3,244
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Great Lawn 9.59 Acres
TASK QTY UNIT UNIT ONCE ONCE ANNUAL TOTAL TOTAL COMMENTS

(min) (min) (hours) FREQ. HOURS HOURS

Lawns 1,776 Annual hours/acre
Remove litter 25 msf 3 75 1.3 260 327 10% of an acre; 5x/week
Blow debris w/backpack blower 25 msf 5 126 2.1 52 109 10% of areas; 1x/week
Mow turf (open area) 233 msf 3 698 11.6 38 442 Toro Groundmaster, 85% of an acre
Mowwalking/trim 41 msf 9 368 6.1 38 233 20" push mower or trimmer, 15% of an acre
Top dress soil and/or mulch 138 msf 30 4,151 69.2 1 69 50% of an acre
Soil Test/Evaluation 41 msf 20 818 13.6 1 14 15% of an acre, done prior to fertilization
Turf fertilization 138 msf 30 4,151 69.2 2 138 50% of an acre
Seasonal turf renovation 138 msf 30 4,151 69.2 1 69 50% of an acre, thatch, aerate, seed; in spring

Weed control 25 msf 15 377 6.3 18 113
Monthly and twice a month during heavy growing season, 10%
of an acre

Fall leaf removal 69 msf 15 1,038 17.3 6 104 25% of an acre

Irrigation maintenance allow 157
Inspect/repair/replace quick couplers/drip irrigation.
Drain/clean/maintain/adjust schedules for each zone;
Winterize/spring start up, 100% of planted areas

Lawns Landforms 451 Annual hours/acre
Remove litter 4 msf 3 11 0.2 260 49 10% of an acre; 5x/week
Blow debris w/backpack blower 4 msf 5 19 0.3 52 16 10% of areas; 1x/week
Enhanced landscape turf mowing 35 msf 5 174 2.9 38 110 Slope Mower, 85% of an acre
Mowwalking/trim 6 msf 9 55 0.9 38 35 20" push mower or trimmer, 15% of an acre
Top dress soil and/or mulch 31 msf 30 931 15.5 1 16 75% of an acre
Soil Test/Evaluation 6 msf 20 122 2.0 1 2 15% of an acre, done prior to fertilization
Turf fertilization 10 msf 30 310 5.2 2 10 25% of an acre
Seasonal turf renovation 10 msf 30 310 5.2 1 5 25% of an acre, thatch, aerate, seed

Weed control 4 msf 15 56 0.9 18 17
Monthly and twice a month during heavy growing season, 10%
of an acre

Fall leaf removal 6 msf 15 92 1.5 2 3 15% of an acre

Erosion control/repair allow 71
Includes removal of sediment from adjacent pathways after
storm event

Inspect andmaintain MSE Systems allow 94
Includes inspection/ repair of soil structural support system i.e.
wire baskets, geotextiles or wall facing panels

Irrigation maintenance allow 24
Inspect/repair/replace quick couplers/drip irrigation.
Drain/clean/maintain/adjust schedules for each zone;
Winterize/spring start up, 100% of planted areas

Gardens 611 Annual hours/acre
Remove litter 6 msf 10 58 1.0 104 100 15% of an acre, 2x/week
Weed/ invasive species control, removal
andmonitor

4 msf 60 214 3.6 12 43 10% of an acre

Seasonal cleanup & prep 20 msf 120 2,350 39.2 2 78
50% of an acre; includes: major pruning, seasonal cutbacks,
removing seasonal debris; done in spring and fall

Gardenmaintenance 10 msf 60 587 9.8 16 157
25% of an acre. Including: deadheading, minor pruning, bulbs
cutback, spot watering; biweekly from April to October

Plant replacement 4 msf 300 1,068 17.8 1 18 10% of an acre; done in spring
Soil Testing 10 msf 30 294 4.9 2 10 25% of an acre, done prior to fertilizing
Fertilizer Application 20 msf 45 881 14.7 2 29 50% of an acre, 2 applications: spring, fall
Top dress soil and/or mulch 20 msf 90 1,762 29.4 2 59 50% of an acre; done in spring and fall

Erosion control/repair allow 67
Includes removal of sediment from adjacent pathways after
storm event; only applicable to Landforms and Dune Grasses

Inspection 4 msf 30 107 1.8 16 28 10% of an acre, biweekly from April to October

Irrigation maintenance allow 22
Inspect/repair/replace quick couplers/drip irrigation.
Drain/clean/maintain/adjust schedules for each zone;
Winterize/spring start up, 100% of planted areas

Trees 183 Annual hours/tree

Tree pruning: hand 50 each 30 1,500 25.0 2 50
25% of total trees by hand with extension pole pruners and
saws

Tree Pruning: aerial bucket truck allow 25
Upper branches on larger trees that require an aerial bucket
truck

Tree spot watering 20 each 10 200 3.3 10 33 10% of total trees
Tree inspection 50 each 20 1,000 16.7 4 67 25% of total trees
Tree fertilizer application 50 each 10 500 8.3 1 8 25% of total trees, 1 application in spring

Paved Areas 147 Annual hours/acre
Remove litter 5 msf 3 14 0.2 365 83 15% of an acre; daily
Blow debris w/backpack blower 3 msf 5 14 0.2 52 12 10% of an acre; weekly
Powerwashing 8 msf 30 231 3.9 12 46 25% of an acre; monthly

Hardscape maintenance 3 msf 60 168 2.8 2 6 10% of an acre; includes repair and renovation when necessary
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Great Lawn 9.59 Acres
TASK QTY UNIT UNIT ONCE ONCE ANNUAL TOTAL TOTAL COMMENTS

(min) (min) (hours) FREQ. HOURS HOURS

Decomposed Granite Areas 74 Annual hours/acre
Remove litter 3 msf 3 8 0.1 260 34 10% of an acre; 5x/week

DGwet down/ hose down 14 msf 10 143 2.4 8 19
50% of an acre; light misting of water over decomposed
granite areas, as needed from June to August

DGminor repair/maintenance 3 msf 20 52 0.9 12 10 10% of an acre; occasional raking and spot leveling
DGmajor renovation 7 msf 90 644 10.7 1 11 25% of an acre, filling, leveling, and renovation

Deck Areas 61 Annual hours/acre
Remove litter 1 msf 3 3 0.1 365 19 15% of an acre; daily
Blow debris w/backpack blower 1 msf 5 3 0.1 52 3 10% of an acre
Powerwashing 2 msf 30 53 0.9 26 23 25% of an acre; biweekly

Deck maintenance 1 msf 60 38 0.6 26 17
10% of an acre, includes regular inspection, deck maintenance,
and structural maintenance

Structures 42
Remove litter allow 11 Includes litter removal frommetal screens

Powerwashing 3 msf 30 79 1.3 18 24
25% of an acre; biweekly during March, May October, monthly
rest of the year

Structure maintenance allow 7 0

Furnishing, Signage, Lighting, Amenities 846
Empty Trashcans 2 can 3 6 0.1 365 37 Daily
Trashcan maintenance 1 can 30 30 0.5 12 6 Wash down, repaint, routine checkups; monthly
Empty Recycle Bins 2 can 3 6 0.1 365 37 Daily
Recycle Bins maintenance 1 can 30 30 0.5 12 6 Wash down, repaint, routine checkups; monthly
Drinking fountains cleaning each 3 0 0.0 52 0 Weekly cleaning
Drinking fountains maintenance each 15 0 0.0 12 0 Monthly checkup, maintenance, and repair

Catch basin inspection andmaintenance
(Routine)

38 basin 20 767 12.8 12 153
Assumes 4 basins per acre. Tasks include: regular inspection to
keep drain grates clear of debris; This task can be integrated
into cleanup following mowing/raking/and trimming activities

Catch basin inspection andmaintenance
(Semi Annual)

19 basin 60 1,151 19.2 2 38
Assumes 2 basins per acre. Semi annual inspections and
cleaning to remove debris and sediment, will occur in the
spring and fall and possibly after a large storm event

Temporary signage 58 each 10 575 9.6 10 96
Assumes 6 signs per acre; includes installation, cleaning,
maintenance, and removal

Temporary fence 14 mlf 10 145 2.4 24 58
Install/maintain temporary fencing, assume 2,000 lf/acre.
Applicable in Lawns and Landforms areas only.

Fence maintenance clf 20 0 0.0 12 0 10%. Repair, paint, maintenance, etc.
Handrail cleaning clf 10 0 0.0 26 0 15%. Biweekly; wipe down, gum/graffiti removal, etc.
Handrail maintenance clf 20 0 0.0 12 0 10%. Monthly; check for connection, repaint, etc.
Guardrail cleaning clf 15 0 0.0 26 0 15%. Biweekly; wipe down, gum/graffiti removal, etc.
Guardrail maintenance clf 30 0 0.0 12 0 10%. Monthly; check for connection, repaint, etc.

Retaining wall/curbs/edging cleaning 1.4 clf 10 14 0.2 26 6
15%. Biweekly; includes: powerwashing, graffiti and gum
removal

Retaining wall/curbs/edgingmaintenance 1 clf 45 45 0.8 12 9 10%. Monthly; includes: repair, resealing, etc.

Lighting cleaning 6 each 15 90 1.5 26 39
15%. Includes: cleaning, removing debris trapped under cover,
wiping down lens covers

Lighting maintenance 4 each 30 120 2.0 12 24 10%. Includes: inspection, replacement, repairs
Furnishing cleaning 4 each 15 60 1.0 26 26 15%. Biweekly; includes: benches, bike racks, signages
Furnishing inspection, maintenance, and
minor repair

2 each 30 60 1.0 12 12 10%. Monthly; includes: benches, bike racks, signages

Linear bench cleaning clf 15 0 0.0 26 0 20%; biweekly
Linear bench maintenance clf 30 0 0.0 12 0 10%; monthly
Graffiti removal allow 25 Includes gum and graffit removal
Artwork scheduled cleaning allow 25 Annual cleaning and routine maintenance
Rodent, bird and pest control 19 msf 15 288 4.8 52 249 5% of an acre

Total 4,192
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Play Area 3.36 Acres
TASK QTY UNIT UNIT ONCE ONCE ANNUAL TOTAL TOTAL COMMENTS

(min) (min) (hours) FREQ. HOURS HOURS

Lawns Landforms 422 Annual hours/acre
Remove litter 4 msf 3 11 0.2 260 46 10% of an acre; 5x/week
Blow debris w/backpack blower 4 msf 5 18 0.3 52 15 10% of areas; 1x/week
Enhanced landscape turf mowing 33 msf 5 163 2.7 38 103 Slope Mower, 85% of an acre
Mowwalking/trim 6 msf 9 51 0.9 38 33 20" push mower or trimmer, 15% of an acre
Top dress soil and/or mulch 29 msf 30 871 14.5 1 15 75% of an acre
Soil Test/Evaluation 6 msf 20 114 1.9 1 2 15% of an acre, done prior to fertilization
Turf fertilization 10 msf 30 290 4.8 2 10 25% of an acre
Seasonal turf renovation 10 msf 30 290 4.8 1 5 25% of an acre, thatch, aerate, seed

Weed control 4 msf 15 53 0.9 18 16
Monthly and twice a month during heavy growing season, 10%
of an acre

Fall leaf removal 6 msf 15 86 1.4 2 3 15% of an acre

Erosion control/repair allow 66
Includes removal of sediment from adjacent pathways after
storm event

Inspect andmaintain MSE Systems allow 88
Includes inspection/ repair of soil structural support system i.e.
wire baskets, geotextiles or wall facing panels

Irrigation maintenance allow 22
Inspect/repair/replace quick couplers/drip irrigation.
Drain/clean/maintain/adjust schedules for each zone;
Winterize/spring start up, 100% of planted areas

Gardens 508 Annual hours/acre
Remove litter 5 msf 10 54 0.9 104 94 15% of an acre, 2x/week
Weed/ invasive species control, removal
andmonitor

3 msf 60 199 3.3 12 40 10% of an acre

Seasonal cleanup & prep 18 msf 120 2,191 36.5 2 73
50% of an acre; includes: major pruning, seasonal cutbacks,
removing seasonal debris; done in spring and fall

Gardenmaintenance 9 msf 60 548 9.1 16 146
25% of an acre. Including: deadheading, minor pruning, bulbs
cutback, spot watering; biweekly from April to October

Plant replacement 3 msf 300 996 16.6 1 17 10% of an acre; done in spring
Soil Testing 9 msf 30 274 4.6 2 9 25% of an acre, done prior to fertilizing
Fertilizer Application 18 msf 45 822 13.7 2 27 50% of an acre, 2 applications: spring, fall
Top dress soil and/or mulch 18 msf 90 1,643 27.4 2 55 50% of an acre; done in spring and fall

Erosion control/repair allow 0
Includes removal of sediment from adjacent pathways after
storm event; only applicable to Landforms and Dune Grasses

Inspection 3 msf 30 100 1.7 16 27 10% of an acre, biweekly from April to October

Irrigation maintenance allow 21
Inspect/repair/replace quick couplers/drip irrigation.
Drain/clean/maintain/adjust schedules for each zone;
Winterize/spring start up, 100% of planted areas

Trees 103 Annual hours/tree

Tree pruning: hand 28 each 30 840 14.0 2 28
25% of total trees by hand with extension pole pruners and
saws

Tree Pruning: aerial bucket truck allow 15
Upper branches on larger trees that require an aerial bucket
truck

Tree spot watering 11 each 10 110 1.8 10 18 10% of total trees
Tree inspection 28 each 20 560 9.3 4 37 25% of total trees
Tree fertilizer application 28 each 10 280 4.7 1 5 25% of total trees, 1 application in spring

Paved Areas 185 Annual hours/acre
Remove litter 6 msf 3 17 0.3 365 104 15% of an acre; daily
Blow debris w/backpack blower 4 msf 5 18 0.3 52 15 10% of an acre; weekly
Powerwashing 10 msf 30 290 4.8 12 58 25% of an acre; monthly

Hardscape maintenance 4 msf 60 211 3.5 2 7 10% of an acre; includes repair and renovation when necessary
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Play Area 3.36 Acres
TASK QTY UNIT UNIT ONCE ONCE ANNUAL TOTAL TOTAL COMMENTS

(min) (min) (hours) FREQ. HOURS HOURS

Decomposed Granite Areas 90 Annual hours/acre
Remove litter 3 msf 3 9 0.2 260 41 10% of an acre; 5x/week

DGwet down/ hose down 17 msf 10 174 2.9 8 23
50% of an acre; light misting of water over decomposed
granite areas, as needed from June to August

DGminor repair/maintenance 3 msf 20 63 1.1 12 13 10% of an acre; occasional raking and spot leveling
DGmajor renovation 9 msf 90 782 13.0 1 13 25% of an acre, filling, leveling, and renovation

Play Areas 176 Annual hours/acre
Remove litter 1 msf 3 4 0.1 260 16 15% of an acre; 5x/week

Play area cleaning 2 msf 30 63 1.0 12 13
25% of an acre. Includes: play surface, fences, play equipment,
etc.

Play area inspection andmaintenance 1 msf 90 111 1.9 12 22
15% of an acre. Includes: play surface, fences, play equipment,
etc.

Play equipment inspection and
maintenance

allow 125
Additional hours for maintenance and repairs; includes adult
exercise equipment

Structures 50
Remove litter allow 13 Includes litter removal frommetal screens

Powerwashing 3 msf 30 96 1.6 18 29
25% of an acre; biweekly during March, May October, monthly
rest of the year

Structure maintenance allow 9 0

Furnishing, Signage, Lighting, Amenities 485
Empty Trashcans 2 can 3 6 0.1 365 37 Daily
Trashcan maintenance 1 can 30 30 0.5 12 6 Wash down, repaint, routine checkups; monthly
Empty Recycle Bins 2 can 3 6 0.1 365 37 Daily
Recycle Bins maintenance 1 can 30 30 0.5 12 6 Wash down, repaint, routine checkups; monthly
Drinking fountains cleaning 1 each 3 3 0.1 52 3 Weekly cleaning
Drinking fountains maintenance 1 each 15 15 0.3 12 3 Monthly checkup, maintenance, and repair

Catch basin inspection andmaintenance
(Routine)

13 basin 20 269 4.5 12 54
Assumes 4 basins per acre. Tasks include: regular inspection to
keep drain grates clear of debris; This task can be integrated
into cleanup following mowing/raking/and trimming activities

Catch basin inspection andmaintenance
(Semi Annual)

7 basin 60 403 6.7 2 13
Assumes 2 basins per acre. Semi annual inspections and
cleaning to remove debris and sediment, will occur in the
spring and fall and possibly after a large storm event

Temporary signage 20 each 10 202 3.4 10 34
Assumes 6 signs per acre; includes installation, cleaning,
maintenance, and removal

Temporary fence 1 mlf 10 13 0.2 24 5
Install/maintain temporary fencing, assume 2,000 lf/acre.
Applicable in Lawns and Landforms areas only.

Fence maintenance clf 20 0 0.0 12 0 10%. Repair, paint, maintenance, etc.
Handrail cleaning clf 10 0 0.0 26 0 15%. Biweekly; wipe down, gum/graffiti removal, etc.
Handrail maintenance clf 20 0 0.0 12 0 10%. Monthly; check for connection, repaint, etc.
Guardrail cleaning clf 15 0 0.0 26 0 15%. Biweekly; wipe down, gum/graffiti removal, etc.
Guardrail maintenance clf 30 0 0.0 12 0 10%. Monthly; check for connection, repaint, etc.

Retaining wall/curbs/edging cleaning clf 10 0 0.0 26 0
15%. Biweekly; includes: powerwashing, graffiti and gum
removal

Retaining wall/curbs/edgingmaintenance clf 45 0 0.0 12 0 10%. Monthly; includes: repair, resealing, etc.

Lighting cleaning 9 each 15 135 2.3 26 59
15%. Includes: cleaning, removing debris trapped under cover,
wiping down lens covers

Lighting maintenance 6 each 30 180 3.0 12 36 10%. Includes: inspection, replacement, repairs
Furnishing cleaning 3 each 15 45 0.8 26 20 15%. Biweekly; includes: benches, bike racks, signages
Furnishing inspection, maintenance, and
minor repair

2 each 30 60 1.0 12 12 10%. Monthly; includes: benches, bike racks, signages

Linear bench cleaning clf 15 0 0.0 26 0 20%; biweekly
Linear bench maintenance clf 30 0 0.0 12 0 10%; monthly
Graffiti removal allow 50 Includes gum and graffit removal
Artwork scheduled cleaning allow 25 Annual cleaning and routine maintenance
Rodent, bird and pest control 7 msf 15 101 1.7 52 87 5% of an acre

Water Features/ Fountains 300 Annual hours/unit
Basic cleaning allow 100 Includes cleaning filter, basket strainers, etc.

Maintenance allow 50
Includes inspections, refilling chemicals, draining, refilling,
changing out UV bulbs, pump replacement, etc.

Daily monitor allow 100 Daily monitoring and logging
Seasonal maintenance allow 50 0

Restroom 568 Annual hours/unit
Inspection and restocking 1 each 5 5 0.1 730 61 2x/day, in addition to cleaning

Clean andmaintain restroom 1 each 45 45 0.8 610 458
2x/day during peak season, 2x/day during shoulder season,
1x/day during off peak season

Structure maintenance allow 50
Includes plumbing, lighting, structure, etc. maintenance and
repairs

Total 2,888
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Sherrill Park 3.37 Acres
TASK QTY UNIT UNIT ONCE ONCE ANNUAL TOTAL TOTAL COMMENTS

(min) (min) (hours) FREQ. HOURS HOURS

Lawns 54 Annual hours/acre
Remove litter 1 msf 3 2 0.0 260 10 10% of an acre; 5x/week
Blow debris w/backpack blower 1 msf 5 4 0.1 52 3 10% of areas; 1x/week
Mow turf (open area) 7 msf 3 21 0.4 38 13 Toro Groundmaster, 85% of an acre
Mowwalking/trim 1 msf 9 11 0.2 38 7 20" push mower or trimmer, 15% of an acre
Top dress soil and/or mulch 4 msf 30 125 2.1 1 2 50% of an acre
Soil Test/Evaluation 1 msf 20 25 0.4 1 0 15% of an acre, done prior to fertilization
Turf fertilization 4 msf 30 125 2.1 2 4 50% of an acre
Seasonal turf renovation 4 msf 30 125 2.1 1 2 50% of an acre, thatch, aerate, seed; in spring

Weed control 1 msf 15 11 0.2 18 3
Monthly and twice a month during heavy growing season, 10%
of an acre

Fall leaf removal 2 msf 15 31 0.5 6 3 25% of an acre

Irrigation maintenance allow 5
Inspect/repair/replace quick couplers/drip irrigation.
Drain/clean/maintain/adjust schedules for each zone;
Winterize/spring start up, 100% of planted areas

Gardens 975 Annual hours/acre
Remove litter 9 msf 10 92 1.5 104 160 15% of an acre, 2x/week
Weed/ invasive species control, removal
andmonitor

6 msf 60 341 5.7 12 68 10% of an acre

Seasonal cleanup & prep 31 msf 120 3,749 62.5 2 125
50% of an acre; includes: major pruning, seasonal cutbacks,
removing seasonal debris; done in spring and fall

Gardenmaintenance 16 msf 60 937 15.6 16 250
25% of an acre. Including: deadheading, minor pruning, bulbs
cutback, spot watering; biweekly from April to October

Plant replacement 6 msf 300 1,704 28.4 1 28 10% of an acre; done in spring
Soil Testing 16 msf 30 469 7.8 2 16 25% of an acre, done prior to fertilizing
Fertilizer Application 31 msf 45 1,406 23.4 2 47 50% of an acre, 2 applications: spring, fall
Top dress soil and/or mulch 31 msf 90 2,812 46.9 2 94 50% of an acre; done in spring and fall

Erosion control/repair allow 107
Includes removal of sediment from adjacent pathways after
storm event; only applicable to Landforms and Dune Grasses

Inspection 6 msf 30 170 2.8 16 45 10% of an acre, biweekly from April to October

Irrigation maintenance allow 36
Inspect/repair/replace quick couplers/drip irrigation.
Drain/clean/maintain/adjust schedules for each zone;
Winterize/spring start up, 100% of planted areas

Trees 168 Annual hours/tree

Tree pruning: hand 42 each 30 1,260 21.0 2 42
25% of total trees by hand with extension pole pruners and
saws

Tree Pruning: aerial bucket truck allow 35
Upper branches on larger trees that require an aerial bucket
truck

Tree spot watering 17 each 10 170 2.8 10 28 10% of total trees
Tree inspection 42 each 20 840 14.0 4 56 25% of total trees
Tree fertilizer application 42 each 10 420 7.0 1 7 25% of total trees, 1 application in spring

Paved Areas 170 Annual hours/acre
Remove litter 5 msf 3 16 0.3 365 96 15% of an acre; daily
Blow debris w/backpack blower 3 msf 5 16 0.3 52 14 10% of an acre; weekly
Powerwashing 9 msf 30 267 4.5 12 53 25% of an acre; monthly

Hardscape maintenance 3 msf 60 194 3.2 2 6 10% of an acre; includes repair and renovation when necessary
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Sherrill Park 3.37 Acres
TASK QTY UNIT UNIT ONCE ONCE ANNUAL TOTAL TOTAL COMMENTS

(min) (min) (hours) FREQ. HOURS HOURS

Decomposed Granite Areas 105 Annual hours/acre
Remove litter 4 msf 3 11 0.2 260 48 10% of an acre; 5x/week

DGwet down/ hose down 20 msf 10 202 3.4 8 27
50% of an acre; light misting of water over decomposed
granite areas, as needed from June to August

DGminor repair/maintenance 4 msf 20 74 1.2 12 15 10% of an acre; occasional raking and spot leveling
DGmajor renovation 10 msf 90 911 15.2 1 15 25% of an acre, filling, leveling, and renovation

Deck Areas 38 Annual hours/acre
Remove litter 0.7 msf 3 2 0.0 365 12 15% of an acre; daily
Blow debris w/backpack blower 0.4 msf 5 2 0.0 52 2 10% of an acre
Powerwashing 1.1 msf 30 33 0.6 26 14 25% of an acre; biweekly

Deck maintenance 0.4 msf 60 24 0.4 26 10
10% of an acre, includes regular inspection, deck maintenance,
and structural maintenance

Structures 44
Remove litter allow 11 Includes litter removal frommetal screens

Powerwashing 3 msf 30 83 1.4 18 25
25% of an acre; biweekly during March, May October, monthly
rest of the year

Structure maintenance allow 8 0

Furnishing, Signage, Lighting, Amenities 579
Empty Trashcans 2 can 3 6 0.1 365 37 Daily
Trashcan maintenance 1 can 30 30 0.5 12 6 Wash down, repaint, routine checkups; monthly
Empty Recycle Bins 2 can 3 6 0.1 365 37 Daily
Recycle Bins maintenance 1 can 30 30 0.5 12 6 Wash down, repaint, routine checkups; monthly
Drinking fountains cleaning 1 each 3 3 0.1 52 3 Weekly cleaning
Drinking fountains maintenance 1 each 15 15 0.3 12 3 Monthly checkup, maintenance, and repair

Catch basin inspection andmaintenance
(Routine)

13 basin 20 270 4.5 12 54
Assumes 4 basins per acre. Tasks include: regular inspection to
keep drain grates clear of debris; This task can be integrated
into cleanup following mowing/raking/and trimming activities

Catch basin inspection andmaintenance
(Semi Annual)

7 basin 60 404 6.7 2 13
Assumes 2 basins per acre. Semi annual inspections and
cleaning to remove debris and sediment, will occur in the
spring and fall and possibly after a large storm event

Temporary signage 20 each 10 202 3.4 10 34
Assumes 6 signs per acre; includes installation, cleaning,
maintenance, and removal

Temporary fence mlf 10 0 0.0 24 0
Install/maintain temporary fencing, assume 2,000 lf/acre.
Applicable in Lawns and Landforms areas only.

Fence maintenance clf 20 0 0.0 12 0 10%. Repair, paint, maintenance, etc.
Handrail cleaning clf 10 0 0.0 26 0 15%. Biweekly; wipe down, gum/graffiti removal, etc.
Handrail maintenance clf 20 0 0.0 12 0 10%. Monthly; check for connection, repaint, etc.
Guardrail cleaning clf 15 0 0.0 26 0 15%. Biweekly; wipe down, gum/graffiti removal, etc.
Guardrail maintenance clf 30 0 0.0 12 0 10%. Monthly; check for connection, repaint, etc.

Retaining wall/curbs/edging cleaning clf 10 0 0.0 26 0
15%. Biweekly; includes: powerwashing, graffiti and gum
removal

Retaining wall/curbs/edgingmaintenance clf 45 0 0.0 12 0 10%. Monthly; includes: repair, resealing, etc.

Lighting cleaning 16 each 15 240 4.0 26 104
15%. Includes: cleaning, removing debris trapped under cover,
wiping down lens covers

Lighting maintenance 11 each 30 330 5.5 12 66 10%. Includes: inspection, replacement, repairs
Furnishing cleaning 8 each 15 120 2.0 26 52 15%. Biweekly; includes: benches, bike racks, signages
Furnishing inspection, maintenance, and
minor repair

6 each 30 180 3.0 12 36 10%. Monthly; includes: benches, bike racks, signages

Linear bench cleaning 0.16 clf 15 2 0.0 26 1 20%; biweekly
Linear bench maintenance 0.08 clf 30 2 0.0 12 0 10%; monthly
Graffiti removal allow 25 Includes gum and graffit removal
Artwork scheduled cleaning allow 15 Annual cleaning and routine maintenance
Rodent, bird and pest control 7 msf 15 101 1.7 52 88 5% of an acre

Total 2,132
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Pier 0.36 Acre
TASK QTY UNIT UNIT ONCE ONCE ANNUAL TOTAL TOTAL COMMENTS

(min) (min) (hours) FREQ. HOURS HOURS

Deck Areas 138 Annual hours/acre
Remove litter 2 msf 3 7 0.1 365 43 15% of an acre; daily
Blow debris w/backpack blower 1 msf 5 7 0.1 52 6 10% of an acre
Powerwashing 4 msf 30 119 2.0 26 51 25% of an acre; biweekly

Deck maintenance 1 msf 60 86 1.4 26 37
10% of an acre, includes regular inspection, deck maintenance,
and structural maintenance

Structures 33
Remove litter allow 9 Includes litter removal frommetal screens

Powerwashing 2 msf 30 63 1.0 18 19
25% of an acre; biweekly during March, May October, monthly
rest of the year

Structure maintenance allow 6 0

Furnishing, Signage, Lighting, Amenities 94
Empty Trashcans can 3 0 0.0 365 0 Daily
Trashcan maintenance can 30 0 0.0 12 0 Wash down, repaint, routine checkups; monthly
Empty Recycle Bins can 3 0 0.0 365 0 Daily
Recycle Bins maintenance can 30 0 0.0 12 0 Wash down, repaint, routine checkups; monthly
Drinking fountains cleaning each 3 0 0.0 52 0 Weekly cleaning
Drinking fountains maintenance each 15 0 0.0 12 0 Monthly checkup, maintenance, and repair

Catch basin inspection andmaintenance
(Routine)

basin 20 0 0.0 12 0
Assumes 4 basins per acre. Tasks include: regular inspection to
keep drain grates clear of debris; This task can be integrated
into cleanup following mowing/raking/and trimming activities

Catch basin inspection andmaintenance
(Semi Annual)

basin 60 0 0.0 2 0
Assumes 2 basins per acre. Semi annual inspections and
cleaning to remove debris and sediment, will occur in the
spring and fall and possibly after a large storm event

Temporary signage 2 each 10 22 0.4 10 4
Assumes 6 signs per acre; includes installation, cleaning,
maintenance, and removal

Temporary fence mlf 10 0 0.0 24 0
Install/maintain temporary fencing, assume 2,000 lf/acre.
Applicable in Lawns and Landforms areas only.

Fence maintenance clf 20 0 0.0 12 0 10%. Repair, paint, maintenance, etc.
Handrail cleaning clf 10 0 0.0 26 0 15%. Biweekly; wipe down, gum/graffiti removal, etc.
Handrail maintenance clf 20 0 0.0 12 0 10%. Monthly; check for connection, repaint, etc.
Guardrail cleaning 1 clf 15 15 0.3 26 7 15%. Biweekly; wipe down, gum/graffiti removal, etc.
Guardrail maintenance 0.5 clf 30 15 0.3 12 3 10%. Monthly; check for connection, repaint, etc.

Retaining wall/curbs/edging cleaning clf 10 0 0.0 26 0
15%. Biweekly; includes: powerwashing, graffiti and gum
removal

Retaining wall/curbs/edgingmaintenance clf 45 0 0.0 12 0 10%. Monthly; includes: repair, resealing, etc.

Lighting cleaning 1 each 15 15 0.3 26 7
15%. Includes: cleaning, removing debris trapped under cover,
wiping down lens covers

Lighting maintenance 1 each 30 30 0.5 12 6 10%. Includes: inspection, replacement, repairs
Furnishing cleaning each 15 0 0.0 26 0 15%. Biweekly; includes: benches, bike racks, signages
Furnishing inspection, maintenance, and
minor repair

each 30 0 0.0 12 0 10%. Monthly; includes: benches, bike racks, signages

Linear bench cleaning 2 clf 15 30 0.5 26 13 20%; biweekly
Linear bench maintenance 1 clf 30 30 0.5 12 6 10%; monthly
Graffiti removal allow 25 Includes gum and graffit removal
Artwork scheduled cleaning allow 15 Annual cleaning and routine maintenance
Rodent, bird and pest control 1 msf 15 11 0.2 52 9 5% of an acre

Total 265
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Item 1 is currently deemed high priority for the City and this amount is assumed in the funding model.

Item 2 is currently deemed second priority though valuable for the city. Because it must be constructed concurrently with the 

pier, this project is also assumed in the funding model.

APPENDIX E
 SUPPLEMENTAL FUNDING SOURCES AND PROJECTS

SEAWALL TYPE A BOARD POTENTIAL FUNDING ITEMS

Draft Flood Insurance Rate Map Over Site Plan
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Item 1 is currently assumed in the funding model. While Item 2 could also be funded by the MPO it has not been included in 

the funding model in order to limit presumed MPO funding.

MPO POTENTIAL FUNDING ITEMS
Shoreline Boulevard Streetscape Improvements
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None of these projects is assumed in the Phase 1 funding model.

COASTAL BEND BAYS AND ESTUARIES POTENTIAL FUNDING ITEMS
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HR&A ADVISORS

APPENDIX F
SUPPLEMENTAL FUNDING SCHEDULE & CONTINGENCY PLAN
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HR&A ADVISORS

SUPPLEMENTAL FUNDING CONTINGENCY PLAN
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APPENDIX G
DOWNTOWN TIRZ
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APPENDIX H
ECONOMIC BENEFITS
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+/- 16’ 12’

BUILDING ENTRANCE TREES AND STREET 

FURNISHINGS

WALKING AREA

OUTDOOR SEATING

BUILDING OVERHANG / ARCADE 

OR OUTDOOR SEATING
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CORPUS CHRISTI DEPARTMENT OF PARKS AND RECREATION

APPENDIX I
CORPUS CHRISTI PARKS DEPARTMENT ANNUAL BUDGET FOR DESTINATION BAYFRONT FOOTPRINT
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CORPUS CHRISTI DEPARTMENT OF PARKS AND RECREATION
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APPENDIX J
REDUCED PROJECT COST ESTIMATE
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THANKS & RECOGNITION
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THANKS AND RECOGNITION

The design team would like to thank the following groups and individuals who have contributed to the 

Destination Bayfront planning process thus far:

DESTINATION BAYFRONT EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE 
Dan Biles   Director of Engineering Services

Toby Futrell   Destination Bayfront

JJ Hart   Destination Bayfront

Trey McCampbell Destination Bayfront

Oscar Martinez  Assistant City Manager for Public Works and Utilities

Michael Morris   Director of Parks and Recreation

Stacie Talbert  Assistant Director of Parks and Recreation

DESIGN TEAM SELECTION COMMITTEE
Dan Biles    Director Engineering Services

Marco Castillo    Coordinating Offi cer, The John G and Marie Stella Kennedy Memorial Foundation

Bonnie Conner   Retired Vice President of San Antonio Parks Foundation

Toby Futrell    Retired City Manager of Austin, Texas

Gabe Guerra    Executive Vice President Kleberg Bank, President Westside Business Association

Gloria Hicks    CPA Ed Hicks Imports of South Texas and Community Volunteer  

Oscar Martinez   Assistant City Manager for Public Works and Utilities

Stacie Talbert    Assistant Director of Parks & Recreation

Bob Wallace    Attorney and Chairman, Coastal Bend Bays & Estuaries Program

DESTINATION BAYFRONT ORGANIZERS
Trey McCampbell, JJ Hart, David Loeb, Chad Magill, Crystal Mead, Will Pettus, Travis Ralls, Paulette Kluge, Philip 

Ramirez, Mark Minutaglio, Derwood Anderson, George B. Clower, Art Granado, Joe Hilliard, Ron Benavides, Toby 

Futrell, Bonnie Conner, Jaime Nodarse, Stephen Rybak, John Segrest

AGENCIES AND COMMUNITY GROUPS:
Art Center of Corpus Christi, Bayfest, Beach to Bay, Buc Days, Coastal Bend Bays and Estuaries Program, Corpus 

Christi Chamber of Commerce, Corpus Christi Hispanic Chamber of Commerce, Corpus Christi First / First 

Friday Artwalk, Corpus Christi Yacht Club, Corpus Christi Marina, Episcopal Church of the Good Shepherd and St. 

James Episcopal School, Festival of the Arts, First United Methodist Church, Harbor Lights Festival, Jazz Festival, 

Metropolitan Planning Organization, Regional Transportation Authority, Type A Board, United States Army Corps 

of Engineers, Veterans Committee

SPECIAL THANKS TO:
Mayor Joe Adame

Mayor Nelda Martinez

City Council Destination Bayfront Task Force




